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BY LOUIS WASSER

hen I last left you, I was driv-
ing along the Gulf Coast,
approaching New Orleans

in her pre-Katrina state with two travel-
ing companions.  We had found a motel
in the AAA guide book, and looking at
the map, I was confident that we could
easily walk from its location to down-
town to enjoy a night of merry-making
and general mischief.  As so often hap-
pened on this journey, I was wrong, and
we found our motel to be located in a
run-down part of town far from beauti-
ful downtown New Orleans.  After our
first look at the part of New Orleans they
don’t advertise to tourists, we headed
for what we considered safer ground,
but not before stopping to buy cheap
beer.

We spent the next few hours driv-
ing around the downtown district from
hotel to hotel, trying to find the best deal
for the night.  Finally, we found a clean
and cheap enough place only a couple
of blocks from the French Quarter, so
we put our stuff down and set out to
explore the city.  Like any good tourists

we wandered around the French Quarter,
taking in the sight of Old French archi-
tecture with jazz wafting over the stifling
summer night air in the background.  We
found a small place to eat dinner and or-
dered distinctive New Orleans “po-
boys,” which we found out, for all the
hype, are simply subs.  The waiter IDed
my companion, asking, “You 21?” to
which she responded “yes” untruthfully,
which apparently was good enough for
him.

After our meal, we took a quick walk
down Bourbon Street.  The most ac-
claimed tourist destination in New Or-
leans smelled of a mix of cheap alcohol
and vomit, and the blocks quickly
blended into one another.  It was a scene
reminiscent of Bleecker Street in New
York, or I assume, any main tourist drag
in any other city, although it certainly
had its New Orleans twist.  But the jazz
blasting from open bar doors and the
charm of mechanical female legs going
in and out of the front wall of “BIG
DADDY’S BOTTOMLESS TOPLESS”
did not stifle the smell.  Slightly nause-
ated, we decided that we certainly had

hey say no man is an island, and in
today’s interconnected world, no
person has to stay as uninformed

as a castaway on some remote atoll. Break-
ing news and analysis of the political, eco-
nomic, and social world are available at your
fingertips via remote control, newspaper, cell
phone, or keyboard. In a world where we
never know what’s going to happen tomor-
row, it’s certainly comforting to think that
we know the truth about what happened
yesterday, thanks to our friendly, hard-work-

ing, reliable corps of reporters and journal-
ists.

This comfort and trust that separates a
true democracy from the frightening pros-
pect of a totalitarian state is largely born
from the principle of maintaining integrity
in journalism. In the midst of domestic con-
fusion, from wars to natural disasters to an
increasingly blurred line between church
and state, two recent incidents illustrate how
vital and fragile that integrity really is, and
how one of the most significant ways to

BY MANISHA BHATTACHARYA

BITTER HOPE:  U.S. Forces dramatically strengthened security as Iraqis voted in the Oct. 15th
national referendum.  A total of five insurgent bombings were reported that day.   See pg. 11 for
Turn Left’s coverage of the Iraqi referendum.   (Jorge  Silva / Reuters)
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Afghan Vet Hits Key War Issues in Orange Friday Talk
Decries Administration's Treatment of Troops

Painful Memories

Ithaca, NY-  When a sizeable crowd of stu-
dents gathered on the lawn in front of Tril-
lium at a quarter past noon on Friday, Sept.
30th, it wasn’t so that they could enjoy their
Southwestern-style chicken salads in the
Ithaca sunshine.  Instead, the modest but
attentive gathering convened to listen to
Perry O’Brien ’08 speak about issues regard-
ing the United States’ handling of the “War
on Terror” and its implication on the mili-
tary.

Before coming to Cornell, Mr. O’Brien
served as a medic for the military in Afghan-
istan.  After becoming disheartened by the
ethics and motivation behind the war,
O’Brien filed for conscientious objector (CO)
status and was honorably discharged from
the military.

Mr. O’Brien cited his observations of
victimization and torture of innocent Af-
ghans as the primary reason for his disen-

chantment with the
war effort and his sub-
sequent decision to
leave the military.  “En-
tire families were wiped
out by aerial bombs,”
O’Brien said.   O’Brien
went on to recount the
story of a male Afghan
patient he treated.  The
patient, a suspected
terrorist, had ropes tied
to his hands and was
hung from a tree in an
attempt to extract infor-
mation and an admis-
sion of guilt from him.
After being taken
down from the tree
days later, the sus-
pect’s hands were gan-
grenous and had to be
amputated, according
to O’Brien.  “Its not like Afghanistan is hand-
icap accessible,” O’Brien said in discuss-
ing the implications of losing one’s hands
in an agrarian society.  The patient was ulti-
mately found to be innocent.

Mr. O’Brien emphasized that his expe-
dient departure from the military was not
the norm.  He explained that CO status is
hard to achieve because successful com-
pletion of the process (which requires the
composition of a series of philosophical

Ithaca, NY-  For most Cornell students who
passed the Eyes Wide Open exhibit two
weeks ago, it served only as a reminder that
there are people in our country who are
dying in a war which public opinion is shift-
ing against. But for some students it was
far more personal. I attended the exhibit with
my close friend Lindsey Trachtenberg with
the goal of finding the boots that represent-
ed her friend Mark Maida. Maida, a Sergeant
from Madison, Wisconsin, was killed in Iraq
on May 27th, 2005 at the age of 22.

Sergeant Mark Maida served three
years at Fort Irwin, California, where he
trained other soldiers in the desert in prep-
aration for deployment to Iraq. His time in
the Army was supposed to terminate soon
after, until the military issued a stop-loss
order, which ordered him sent to Iraq and
banned him from leaving the Army.  At a
time when recruitment continues to flag,
such stop-loss orders have been applied
by the Army across the board, keeping peo-
ple in service who have already upheld their
contractual duties.

Maida’s family was immensely upset
that Mark was still in Iraq when his release
date had originally been set for October 31st,
2004. Adding to the family’s frustration was
the nature of the mission Mark had to per-
form. His duties consisted of running pa-
trols in unarmored Humvees (a source of
many of the American casualties). Maida’s
family, including his older brother Chris—
who had served as a Marine close to where
Mark was stationed— knew how tremen-
dously dangerous the Humvees were.  The
family’s fears were not unfounded— Mark

‘Only the military
would require you to
prove sanity when you
don’t want to kill
someone.’

BY JOSH PERLMAN

BY ALEXANDRA BERKE

essays, a questioning session, and a psy-
chological evaluation) requires a high level
of education and, as O’Brien put it, “politi-
cal savvy.”  In discussing the psychologi-
cal evaluation that is required to proceed
with the application for CO status, O’Brien
said: “Only the military would require you
to prove sanity when you don’t want to kill
someone.”

Mr. O’Brien also noted that the major-
ity of those fortunate enough to achieve

Eyes Wide Open Exhibit Touches Cornellians Who Lost Friends and Family in Iraq
was killed in May in one of those Hum-
vees.

After Mark’s death, the military was
a continual source of frustration to the
Maida family by refusing to release any
information about how he died. Instead,
the family stumbled upon “Talking
Wounded” written by Peter Johnson in a
Washington Post article where Terry Rodg-
ers, a friend of Mark, who had been in-
jured during the fateful mission, graphi-
cally described his death: “The Humvee
finally comes to a stop and the right side
is just torn apart and I hear my squad lead-
er screaming, 'I think I lost my arm!' And
my best friend Maida was in the front pas-
senger seat where the bomb went off and
he was screaming, 'Where's help? Where's
help?' And then he went quiet…’ Rodgers
takes a few loud, quick breaths to show
what Mark Maida sounded like. ‘And he
breathes like that for a few seconds and
then he just stops. And that's when he
died.’”

Lindsey also came across that arti-
cle. She told me about it as we stood on
the sunny Arts Quad waiting for the vol-
unteers to finish setting up the boots.
People we both knew from class passed
by and casually said “hi” as Lindsey
talked about the last time she saw Mark.
Lindsey, along with Maida’s brother, Chris
had dropped him off at the airport to re-
turn to California. They had no idea that
he would be sent to Iraq. Lindsey, who
already had strong anti-war feelings, had
to bite her tongue as Chris talked about

Perry O’Brien on a plane to Afghanistan.

CO status do not receive an
honorable discharge from
the military.  An honorable
discharge is a prerequisite
for future entitlements to the
many benefits associated
with military service.

In addition to his own ex-
periences, O’Brien dis-
cussed the notion of support
for troops.  “Troops are at
the vanguard of the antiwar
movement...By far the best
way to support soldiers is to
oppose war,” O’Brien said.
Mr. O’Brien questioned
whether soldiers are treated
fairly by the proponents of
the wars in Iraq and Afghan-
istan.  In citing the lack of
support for veterans in terms
of spending cuts for medical
care, social services, and

pensions, O’Brien argued that “Bush is only
pro-soldier as long as you’re fighting.”

At one point during the talk, a male
student exiting Trillium jeered at the gather-
ing from a distance, asserting that the war
in Iraq was justified.  O’Brien responded by
asking whether the student had ever been
to Iraq.  The student responded by saying
that he had been there only once and had
“blown it up.”

Andrew Levy ‘07, sitting in quiet contemplation amongst the pairs of boots.  There was
a grand total of 1,945 pairs honoring US soldiers lost in Iraq. “The exhibit was a
cathartic moment for me.  I didn't have a close relationship with my cousin Gus, but
seeing a pair of anonymous boots where he could have been standing brought this war
right in front of me, right to the Arts Quad.”  (WYH)Continued on Page 3



An estimated 600,000 to one million
individuals participated in Saturday’s
march. (USA Today)
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Million Man March Descends on DC
Feelings of Anger and Frustration Evident

Washington, D.C.-  Ten years after the
historic Million Man March to promote
unity and activism in the African-Ameri-
can community, blacks from around the
nation once again descended on the Na-
tional Mall last weekend. The celebration
was not only one of commemoration, but
also marked the beginning of what lead-
ers hope will be a strong Millions More
Movement to promote greater racial
equality. Organized by Louis Farrakhan,
the leader of the Nation of Islam, both
events are efforts to inspire the minority
community to fight for change and
progress in race relations.

Although the spirit of the first event

was one of hope, last week’s events were
dominated by feelings of frustration and
anger. Focusing largely on the aftermath
of Hurricane Katrina and highlighting the
gross racial disparities brought to the na-
tion’s attention by this disaster, most par-
ticipants expressed vehement anger at
what they perceive as continued racism
throughout the country.

Rather than a celebration of the im-
provements that many hoped would take
place after the Million Man March, the
event last weekend highlighted the so-
bering reality that race relations and the
status of African-Americans has not sig-
nificantly improved. Inequalities in every-
thing from the employment rate to edu-
cational attainment underscore the dis-
parities still prevalent throughout society.
Speakers, presentations, and mass quan-
tities of literature handed out to partici-
pants throughout the day spoke to the
numerous disappointments in the lack of
progress in attaining racial equality.

Clearly, the participants had, and still
have, plenty to be discouraged about.
But it became obvious throughout the
weekend that the tone of the march con-
tributed largely to the relatively low turn-
out and lack of recognition. In fact, na-
tional news coverage of the anniversary

march was practically non-existent. Ac-
curately or not, many people outside of
those participating perceived the march
to be radical and even at times offensive,
and thus the event was in many circles
dismissed. Demands, in some cases,
were extreme, such as the demand for
reparations for slavery. However,
the vast majority of issues
centered on things such
as poverty, health
care, and racial
profiling, among
other more main-
stream con-
cerns.

D e m a n d s
aside, partici-
pants focused on
feelings of anger
and alienation,
often times to the
exclusion of de-
lineated plans of
action for promoting change. This fact
constituted the biggest failure of the
march: what would have been an excel-
lent opportunity to push for improve-
ments through recommended courses of
action materialized as an event which the
public viewed to be extremist and un-

worthy of attention. Had those involved
focused more on bringing some sem-
blance of strategy for change or policy
suggestions, many more people inside
Washington would have paid attention.
But instead the grievances of the partici-

pants, most of them legitimate, fell
largely on deaf ears.

Although the outcomes
of the march were large-

ly frustrating, the
most encouraging
element that tran-
spired from the
weekend was the
march’s stated
focus on advoca-
cy and the build-
ing of coalitions.
If the anniversary
celebration does
truly spur these
kinds of develop-
ments, it is hope-

ful that at the 20th Anniversary of the
Million Man March not only will the
movement have succeeded in attaining im-
provements in the quality of life for Afri-
can-Americans, but it will also be able to
profess a greater hope for the future.

BY KATIE TOWT

how good the Army was for Mark. All his
other friends were still hanging around

Stephen Miller ‘08 walks through the Iraqi civilian shoe labyrith in the Eyes
Wide Open exhibit on the Arts Quad.  “When laid out on the Quad, I was struck
by how small the civilian exhibit was compared to the [American] troops exhibit,
when the actual numbers paint a different picture,” he said.  (WYH)

Cornell Students Respond to Exhibit With Grief, Contemplation

Continued From Page 2 Madison, but Mark was doing something
seemingly far more valuable. It was tremen-
dously disconcerting when Lindsey, one of
the strongest friends I have, started to sob.
As I hugged her a volunteer approached
with tissues and an older woman viewing
the exhibit gave her a sincere pat on the
shoulder. It was clear that we were doing all
we could for Lindsey, and that for all of the
1,945 pairs of boots on display there were
people left behind to grieve with those who
understood and with those of us who can-
not understand.

As the boots from Wisconsin were laid
out, we set out to find Mark’s. They had
dried flowers stuck in them, presumably from
a previous stop on the exhibit’s tour. Lind-
sey sat down to write Mark a note. Later on
the Arts Quad, I overheard people discuss-
ing how small the exhibit seemed compared
to what they had imagined. It seemed ab-
surd that people could think so. It drove

home that no matter how close people try
to get to understanding the war, without a
personal connection, it is inevitably re-
moved from our comprehension.

When I returned, there was a cluster
of students around Mark’s boots reading
the note Lindsey had written to him when I
returned: “Mark- I hate this.  I know it's been
a while since we lost touch, but you're still
supposed to be out there.  We're supposed
to get to run into each other and catch up in
some bar in Madison some time. Thanks for
all the laughs.  I'm sorry I never told you
how much you meant to me once upon a
time. –Lindsey”

If the other attendees who read Lind-
sey’s note were anything like me, they must
have left the Arts Quad thinking about the
people those boots represented: their
friends, their family, and their lives outside
of the Army.

RESPECTING THE RULE OF LAW
Mark Green ‘67, 2006 candidate for
Attorney General and former New
York City mayoral candidate, chats
with Rahul Shah ‘08 (left) and Elijah
Reichlin-Melnick ‘06 (right) after
making a campaign visit to a Cornell
Democrats meeting last Friday.  “If
Bush and Co. won’t respect the rule
of law, we need an attorney general
who will believe in the rule of law and
who will enforce the rule of law, who
will prosecute both those who wear
gang colors, and those who wear
pinstripes,” Green said.   (WYH)

The event last weekend
highlighted the sobering
reality that race relations
have not significantly
improved.
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-Former House Majority Leader Tom DeLay (R-TX), has been booked in Houston for
money laundering and state conspiracy charges. He was released on a $10,000 bond.

-In trying to meet President Bush’s October deadline to move Hurricane Katrina victims
out of shelters, the federal government is currently spending $11 million per day in hotel
costs.

-In trying to meet President Bush’s October deadline to move Hurricane Katrina victims
out of shelters, the federal government is currently spending $11 million per day in hotel
costs.

-The F.D.A. has agreed to consider permitting the sale of a home AIDS test.

-The National Gay and Lesbian Task Force is launching an ad campaign to pre
vent the passage of a ballot proposition that would allow Texas to ban gay
marriage through an amendment to the Texas constitution.

-The Amtrak board, composed exclusively of Bush appointees, voted to remove
Amtrak’s control over the Northeast Corridor rail lines stretching from Boston to Wash-
ington.

-The National Academies, the senior scientific advisory group in the US, recommended a
widespread, high-priority effort to increase the country’s scientific competitiveness.

-In hopes of pacifying critics, the Los Angeles Archdiocese released the files of a large
number of priests accused of sexually molesting children.

Asia/Pacific:
-China successfully completes second manned space mission, Shenzhou VI – 200 Japa-
nese MPs visit Yasukuni Shrine, following another visit by Koizumi – Secretary of De-
fense Donald Rumsfeld makes first visit to China – Taliban kills two Afghan clerics – BP,
Chevron, ExxonMobil compete for US $4 billion natural gas field in India – New restric-
tions on free press in Nepal cause concern-

Europe:
-Christian Democratic Union and Social Democrats hammer out new “grand coalition” for
German government – Swiss drugmaker Serono found guilty of giving kickbacks to US
doctors to promote sales – Shamil Basayev, mastermind of Beslan massacre, takes credit
for raid on Russian city of Nalchik – New mass grave, containing 482 bodies, found in
Srebrenica – Officials find cases of H5N1 avian flu in Romania, Greece-

Middle East:
-Israel reimposes West Bank travel restrictions following deaths of three Israeli settlers –
Iraqi constitution results delayed over fears of fraud – Syrian Interior Minister, who led
Syrian operations in Lebanon, Ghazi Kanaan, commits suicide – Egypt to release Essam
El-Erian, leader of banned group Muslim Brotherhood-

Africa:
-Liberia votes peacefully in first elections since ousting of Charles Taylor – Kofi Annan
threatens withdrawing UN peacekeepers from Eritrea-Ethiopia border due to lack of Eritre-
an cooperation – French General Poncet suspended over death of Ivorian held in French
custody – Somalian warlord who led attackers during botched US raid in 1993 arrested in
Sweden for war crimes

Americas:
-70-year record for number of storms in Atlantic is equaled – Hurricane Stan devastates
Central America – Mexican government arrests eight people suspected of involvement in
a people-trafficking network – Prison fire in Argentina kills 32 – Venezuela to fully join
Mercosur, South American traffic pact – EU lifts freeze on aid to Haiti-

International News

Bulletin
BY BEN SELIGMAN

Peaceful Town in Disarray

Toledo, Ohio-   Toledo, widely regarded as a
wholesome American town which ordinarily
avoids the spotlight, garnered national head-
lines last week when its streets brimmed over
with citizens venting their indignation over a
rally held by the National Socialist Movement
from October 15th to the 16th.  The city’s mayor,
Jack Ford, had permitted 20 neo-Nazis to march
down the sidewalks of a racially diverse neigh-
borhood within the city.

The anger unleashed by this incited mas-
sive riots, which were, at one point, said to
have involved nearly 600 people.  Substantial
property damage was also inflicted, including
the burning of a local bar.
        Suhkdev Singh Khalsa, the owner of a
local gas station convenience store, estimat-
ed damages exceeding $170,000.  "People took
advantage of the situation to loot, but I don't
think they had anything against my store,"
said the browbeaten proprietor.  Without de-
lay, city officials have led the way in reimburs-
ing homeowners and proprietors who suffered

BY BENJAMIN SELIGMAN

-A tanker full of highly combustible gas derailed in Arkansas, forcing the evacuation of
hundreds of households and causing one fatality.

-Conservative activists have threatened to boycott the American Girl line of dolls whose
proceeds from the sale of “I can” wristbands support Girls, Inc., a non-profit organization
aimed at helping girls’ succeed.  Conservatives are unhappy with the company’s spon-
sorship of a youth organization that supports abortion rights and lesbians.

-Robert Davis, the 64-year old man who was videotaped while taking a beating from
police officers in New Orleans, pleaded not guilty to charges of public intoxication and
resisting arrest.

-In attempting to avert a global outbreak of avian flu, certain scientists have recommend-
ed that Asian poultry farmers get the common flu vaccine shot that many Americans and
Europeans receive each fall.

-Taxpayer support for public universities (per student) has decreased more since 2001
than any time in 20 years.

-According to the Bush administration, low-income Medicare beneficiaries will experi-
ence a sharp increase in costs because Congress has not renewed the policy that subsi-
dized monthly premiums.

-Survey research indicates only 12% of employees (out of 10,000 respondents) in the
Department of Homeland Security have a strong sense that they are “encouraged to come
up with new and better ways of doing things.”

-Violence and vandalism broke out in Toledo, Ohio in response to a white supremacists’
march this past Saturday.

National News Bulletin
BY JOSH PERLMAN

Ohio Nazi Rally Leads To Violence

during the industrial town's uncharacteristic
melee.
        The Toledo police subsequently had to
enforce a curfew that was only lifted on Mon-
day.  Well over 100 arrests were made relating
to the riots and the ensuing curfew.  Roughly
a dozen police and firefighters were also in-
jured amid the brawl.

Mayor Ford has defended his actions,
claiming that the group had to be granted per-
mission as the neo-Nazis were confining them-
selves to the sidewalks and had pledged not
to block traffic.  The violence included death
threats made against Mayor Ford by a masked
man as the beleaguered mayor tried to calm
the rioting crowd.  Although the police knew
a week in advance that gangs were descend-
ing on the neighborhood to protest the rally,
they ultimately could not anticipate the scope
of the protestors' reactions.

Prior to the demonstration, both the city
government and community leaders urged
residents to remain calm and to ignore the
Nazis.  Furthermore, the city government
avoided releasing the march route for as long

as possible to prevent violence, measures
which proved to be futile as the city now heals
in the aftermath of the riots.

Toledo police were caught unprepared by riots after a rally held by the National
Socialist Movement last week. (Reuters)

(Sources: BBC Online, New York Times,
Toledo Blade)
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Supreme Court Shake-Up

BY RICH GETZEL

Washington, D.C.– Over 10 years have
elapsed since the Supreme Court last wel-
comed a new Chief Justice to its ranks,
but the recent resignation of Sandra Day
O’Connor and the abrupt passing away

of Chief Justice Will-
iam H. Rehnquist have
provoked a dramatic
overhaul in the na-
tion’s highest court.
This change has af-
forded President

George W. Bush with the opportunity to
alter the complexion of the Court to a
political hue more to his liking.  Backed
by a solidly Republican Senate, there is
little impeding the President’s hope to
pack the courts with conservative judg-
es who will “strictly interpret the laws
and the Constitution of the United States
and not legislate from the bench.”

On September 29th, John Roberts
was sworn in as the 17th chief justice of
the Supreme Court of the United States,
just four hours after he was confirmed
to the post in a 78-22 vote in the Senate.

While unanimously confirmed by the 55
Republican senators, half of the Senate’s
Democrats rejected his confirmation, cit-
ing their misgivings about his leadership
abilities and his uncompromising refusal
to answer questions concerning his views
on specific issues facing the modern
Court.

Senator Charles Schumer (D-NY)

was particularly vocal in the matter.  The
Senator praised Roberts’ intellect and
“amazing knowledge of the law,” but he
felt the confirmation panel could not ad-
equately gauge the kind of judge Roberts
would be given his silence on relevant
issues, as well as the administration’s
refusal to release documents Roberts
wrote when he served as deputy solici-
tor general.

Roberts, who most recently served
on the D.C. Appellate Court, replaces
Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist, who
during his 34 year tenure on the Court,
garnered a reputation for rendering deci-
sions consistent with conservative prin-
ciples.  The ascension of John Roberts
is therefore not expected to tip the polit-
ical balance of the Court.  Indeed, Rob-
erts shares a great deal of Rehnquist’s
views on the commerce clause, affirma-
tive action, and the role of courts in the
nation’s legislative processes.

However, the prospect of transform-
ing the temperament of the nation’s high-
est court was delivered to the President
with the announced resignation of Jus-
tice Sandra Day O’Connor.  In a court
renowned for its abundance of 5-4 deci-
sions, O’Connor often proved to be the
deciding swing vote, never permanently
aligning herself with the perceived con-
servative (Rehnquist, Thomas, Scalia,
and Kennedy) or liberal (Ginsburg, Sout-
er, Stevens, and Breyer) blocs.  Chief
Justice Roberts was initially nominated
to replace the 24-year veteran of the
Court, but the untimely death of Reh-
nquist prompted the President to resub-
mit Roberts’ name for the leading posi-
tion on the bench.

On October 3rd, President Bush
tapped the shoulders of Harriet Miers, a
virtual unknown in the Beltway, to be the
next judge to don the prestigious black
robes of the Supreme Court.  Unfortu-
nately for the President, firestorms of
controversy have accompanied his nom-
ination, as leading figures from both sides
of the aisle have expressed their displea-
sure with his choice.

Miers, who was a managing partner

for a
prominent
law firm
and also
the first
woman to
head the
Texas Bar
Assoc i a -
tion, has
most re-
c e n t l y
served in a
n u m b e r
roles in
President
B u s h ’ s
W h i t e
H o u s e .
Leaders in
both par-
ties have
suggested
that this
nomination smacks of cronyism, a rath-
er disconcerting feature of this adminis-
tration which was unveiled amid the mis-
management of the Hurricane Katrina de-
bacle.  Both parties are also troubled by
her lack of a judicial track record.  Sen-
ator Arlen Specter (R-PA), chairman of
the Senate Judiciary Committee, told the
New York Times that Miers would need
a “crash course in constitutional law” if
she were to be confirmed.

President Bush has defended his
nomination by pointing to her wealth of
accomplishments and by assuring the
public that she shares his judicial tem-
perament as a strict constructionist.  Al-
though Mr. Bush seems very pleased that
his pick represents someone outside the
judicial monastery, Democratic Senator
Patrick Leahy of Vermont is equally up-
set that he did not “consider somebody
outside the White House compound.”

President Bush’s base of evangelical
Christians feels particularly alienated by
the Miers nomination, as they believe he
should have chosen someone with a clear
conservative record.  Miers has left no
clues about how she would vote on cer-

tain hot-button issues, and evangelicals
who were expecting Bush to nominate a
clearly pro-life judge have raised objec-
tions on the basis of the “Souter factor,”
fearing that upon taking her seat at the
bench, Miers would not be as loyal to
the conservative cause as once hoped.
This fear was enshrined in conservatives’
minds when George H.W. Bush’s nomi-
nation of David Souter backfired much
in the same way.

In fact, nearly half of all seated Re-
publicans have suggested that they will
not lend their support readily to Bush’s
nominee.  There is even some specula-
tion that her nomination may not leave
committee.

Despite these ongoing uncertainties,
one thing remains starkly clear.  The ar-
chitect heading the renovation of the Su-
preme Court is George W. Bush, and he
has the power to steer it in the direction
he pleases.  The shake-up of the Supreme
Court will have tremendous political im-
plications for years to come.

Confirmation of Chief Justice Roberts Followed by Nomination of Harriet Miers

NEWS
ANALYSIS

More Lessons Learned as Massive Earthquake Strikes Pakistan

Islamabad, Pakistan- On Saturday Oc-
tober 8th, a 7.6 magnitude earthquake
struck the Himalayan region of Pakistan,
killing over 80,000 people and leaving
over 2.5 million people homeless.

Despite the vast degree of devasta-
tion, it is becoming clear that the fallout
from the Earthquake would have been
much worse if not for the fast response
of the international health community.
The World Health Organization, Doctors
Without Borders, and the World Food
Program all helped save lives by provid-
ing emergency food, as well as doctors
and supplies in order to prevent maladies
such as gangrene, diarrhea, dysentery,
and secondary infections that typically fol-
low major disasters.  All in all, interna-
tional donors have pledged 360 million
dollars, 50 million of which has come
from the United States.

Currently, a contaminated water sup-
ply poses a dire threat in Pakistan fol-
lowing the quake.  According to Doctors
Without Borders, cholera and other wa-
ter-born diseases present serious public
health concerns.  The destruction of hos-
pitals has added to the public health chal-
lenges, forcing physicians to work with-
out electricity or proper equipment.

Many victims remain buried in the
rubble or need to be rescued from rural
mountainous villages. The diffuse distri-
bution of the population and the rugged
natural geography have made it virtually
impossible for rescue workers to reach
all areas and people in need of help.

The scale of this tragedy prompted
Pakistan to accept money and aid from
India, its opponent in two wars over
Kashmir.  Indeed, in the wake of the
earthquake, tensions between India and
Pakistan have eased significantly.

Liberals and conservatives alike have come to question Harriet Miers’
credentials for the position of Supreme Court Justice.  Miers, a lawyer,
has never held any sort of judicial position.  (AP)

In the wake of the devastating earthquake in Kashmir, Pakistan has agreed to accept
money and help from India, its fiercest rival, despite the territorial dispute over
Kashmir. (AP)

BY SETH LUXENBERG

NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL NEWS

Evangelicals who were
expecting Bush to
nominate a clearly
pro-life judge have raised
objections on the basis of
the ‘Souter factor.’
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Cowardly Words, Dishonest Tactics.  THE IRRELEVANT CORNELL AMERICAN DEBATE
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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK

Instead of engaging in
debate, the American has
cowardly resorted to
serving its own
attention-lapping self.
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s intense anger exploded across
the university in the aftermath of
the Cornell American’s race-bait-

ing September 2005 cover story “The Dark
Underbelly of Violent Crime,” highly trou-
bling misconceptions have abounded as
well. While nearly everyone—including our
conservative peers at the Cornell Review—
agrees that the American article was poorly
argued and unnecessarily inflammatory, the
motivations and implications of the Ameri-

can are less clear. As the controversy
rages, several misunderstandings
continue to plague the ensuing debate
and veil the darkness that started it
all.

Above all, we must make it clear
that the article in question was racist
and had been written, supported, and
promoted with race-baiting intent. The
American has itself hastily attempted
to cover up the original message of
“The Color of Cornell’s Crime: Unmask-
ing the Face of Ithacompton.” In the
article, Chris Menzel asserted that “it
is a fact that blacks are more violent
then whites,” and cited a quote from
Walter Williams that “the reality is that
race and other characteristics are re-
lated, including criminal behavior.”
However, the article’s most egre-
gious—and oft forgotten—transgres-
sion was the graphic accompanying
the article, which prominently featured
a graph from the New Century Foun-
dation clearly suggesting that
“blacker” African-Americans were
more prone to violence. Furthermore,
the graphic boldly advertised the
name of the New Century Founda-
tion— with a toll-free number to call
“for more information,” essentially
handing out free advertising to an or-
ganization that has been classified as a hate
group by the Southern Poverty Law Center
and Anti-Defamation League.

Although Menzel did not explicitly
mention genetic predisposition to crime in
his article, the implications of the support-
ing graphic was clear. In their subsequent
October issue, Cornell American editor-in-
chief Eric Shive cleverly and disingenuously
denied such allegations, scoffing at the
“twisted imagination of readers” and not-
ing that “Many people have even claimed
that the author [emphasis added] stated
blacks have far higher crime rates because
of a certain genetic disposition. This is a
blatant lie.” While Shive’s statement that
Menzel had said no such thing is techni-
cally true, it was a disingenuous and dis-
honorable attempt to mislead readers and
feign oppressed innocence against the tide
of criticism. The American further attempted
to cover its tracks by reciting statistics from
the Department of Justice that the homicide
rate among blacks was seven times higher
than whites, and thus “blacks were 7 times
more likely than whites to commit homicide
in 2002,” all while taunting critics to dare to
condemn the Department of Justice as a
hate group. Yet, the genetic predisposition
statistics which had incited such contro-
versy in the first place were nowhere to be
seen.

Much of the campus has fallen victim
to the American’s bait-and-switch, feeding
passionate but irrelevant debates about the
“suppression of free speech on campus.”
In a letter circulated three weeks ago to
Cornell News Service director David Brand
and other University administrators, former
Cornell Daily Sun editor-in-chief Andy
Guess decried the administration’s condem-
nation of the article. “Like scholars, let’s
look at the facts,” Guess wrote in his letter,
“a quick look at the United States Depart-
ment of Justice website—a source that, I
assume, we both agree has some credibil-
ity—confirms the American’s assertions:
‘Blacks were seven times more likely than
whites to commit homicide in 2002.’ …
Cornell’s own Janet Reno ’60 … ran the Jus-
tice Department under President Clinton …
the fact remains incontrovertible.”

The fact is indeed incontrovertible. Yet
Guess and others are mistaken to think that

this is the premise upon which critics’ and
the administration’s condemnation of the
American article is based. This misunder-
standing has led to false charges that
closed-minded liberals were afraid of the
American’s views and concluded that such
discourse must be stifled. This theory was
evident in Guess’ letter to administrators, in
which he asked “Is it because you believe
that the student body cannot handle de-
bates on such sensitive topics as crime and
race? Do you underestimate us that much?
Or is it because you have no interest in the
truth whatsoever—and more investment in
a vague notion of feel-good diversity that
eschews facts for slogans…?”

In a Daily Sun guest editorial (“Open
Minds, With Exception,” Sept. 28th),
Cornell College Republicans President Paul
Ibrahim also succumbed to the closed-
minded leftists accusation, asserting that
“when presented with an alternative view,
establishments such as the Cornell elite sim-
ply reject discussion of the question … no
further discussion is allowed. When this
closed-minded view comes under assault,
all hell breaks loose. The American’s per-
spective is not treated as an argument in a
debate, or respected as such—it is instead
dismissed as racist, bigoted and ignorant.”

Let us be clear here: the American’s
perspective, as published, deserved no
treatment as a legitimate argument, nor
should it be respected as such. There is no
debate as long as the American deliberately
engages in primal race-baiting, cites statis-
tics from a recognized hate group, proudly
displays the group’s contact information,
and then attempts to cover up their handi-
work. The Cornell community—including
the administration—has every right to con-
demn such hateful and malevolent tactics.
Cornell’s “Open Doors, Open Hearts, Open
Minds” motto advocates a free flow of ideas,
but there also exists a line between respect-
ful intellectual discourse and disrespectful
hate speech. We find it particularly ironic
that while playing the oppressed conserva-
tive victim of censorship, the American and
its defenders have simultaneously lashed
out at critics for daring to condemn their
tactics.

We agree with Andy Guess and others
who have called for a free inquiry into the

subject of crime in the United States. We
must note, however, that such debate and
exploration of ideas must be done in an en-
vironment of high expectations of rigorous
intellectual inquiry. Only then can we begin
to get past the unspeakable controversies
which hold us back in the first place. In his
letter,  Guess called for an environment “con-

ducive to the free exchange of ideas and
debate ... Would [University of Chicago]
economist Steven Levitt’s theory that le-
galized abortion has contributed to the de-
cline of the murder rate have been published
otherwise?” he asks. Yet, we note that
Levitt’s study is the product of rigorous
peer-review and years of serious intellec-
tual investment. His paper’s numerous hy-
potheses, its carefully isolated variables,
and finely calibrated nuance have made that
clear. Similarly, there is a preponderance of
scholarly criminology research into the so-
ciological relationships between race and
crime. Serious issues which are faced by
millions of Americans today must be ap-
proached with equal seriousness and with
high expectations of open and rigorous dis-
course.

We are disappointed to see that, as a
newspaper, the Cornell American has failed
to live up to these expectations. The pur-
pose of a publication is to serve the public
through dissemination of greater knowledge
and edification. Although Paul Ibrahim has
lauded the American for its “courage,” we
feel otherwise. Instead of drawing up the
courage to serve its readers and the rest of
the Cornell population by engaging in a
serious debate, the American has cowardly
resorted to serving its own attention-lap-
ping self.

Cornell’s so-called “Big Red Arches” have drawn mostly criticism from students.
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GARY HUCK/ Center for American Progress. Reprinted with Permission.

I’ve realized something very
peculiar: Most Cornellians are from
NY, NJ, or CA, all blue states. A friend
of mine from Virginia said that it is
very hard to get into Cornell from
her area. Then it clicked: the Cornell
Admissions Committee does not
discriminate on color, creed, or
sexual preference (and so on), but it
does discriminate on political
preference! In fact, all of my Cornell
friends from Texas consider
themselves liberal. But, if Cornell is
truly aiming for a diverse campus by

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Lost in Space

In January of 2004, President
Bush unveiled his plan to send Amer-
icans back to the
moon by 2020 and
eventually onward
to Mars.  His pro-
posal included re-
placing aging shut-
tles and complet-
ing the construc-
tion of an interna-
tional space sta-
tion.  This plan is
garnering in-
creased attention
following NASA’s
September 19th
unveiling of its in-
tentions to return
humans to the
moon by 2018 at a
cost of $104 billion.
The rebuilding effort necessitated by
Hurricane Katrina and the continu-
ing costs of the Iraq War, however,
have led many on Capitol Hill to be-
come skeptical over the heavy costs
such a program would entail in a time
when resources are much more im-
mediately needed elsewhere.
        "This plan is coming out at a
time when the nation is facing sig-
nificant budgetary challenges," Rep.
Bart Gordon, a Tennessee Democrat
on the House Science Committee,
said in a statement. "Getting agree-
ment to move forward on it is going
to be heavy lifting in the current en-
vironment, and it's clear that strong
presidential leadership will be need-
ed."  Surely no one doubts that Bush
will try his best to get approval for
the monstrous budget NASA has re-
quested.  But why in such a dire time
for American people at home and for
those abroad fighting a war with no
foreseeable end would Bush contin-
ue to fight for such a cost prohibi-
tive mission?  The very question
sounds a bit absurd.

 The answer is complicated.
Presidents fancy themselves obliged
to uphold America's super-power

Bush's Plan for Universal Domination?        Following in his footsteps regarding the
nomination of John Roberts to the Supreme
Court, President Bush has chosen yet another
nominee with no paper trail or known judicial
philosophy on controversial issues. Harriet
Miers, a long-time Bush advisor and friend,
also has no experience as a judge.
    Surprisingly, the brunt of the attack against
Miers’ lack of experience is coming from
conservatives who are worried that she will
not be another Scalia or Thomas as Bush had
promised. First Lady Laura Bush, in defense
of Miers, criticized these conservatives for not
looking carefully enough at Miers’
accomplishments and admitted that some
sexism might be at work in their critiques.
Laura Bush may be right. After all, the late
William Rehnquist was appointed to the
Supreme Court with no prior judicial
experience, and he was not only Chief Justice
but a conservative darling. John Roberts,
despite having some experience as a federal
judge, has hardly made his judicial philosophy
on controversial issues known. If Miers were

a man, maybe conservatives would not be so
quick to jump on her lack of experience.
     In his campaign to get Miers appointed,
Bush has defended her record by stating that
she has "broken through glass ceilings" for
women in the legal profession. While Miers
was the first woman to head the Texas Bar
Association, the fact that she is a female leader
and role model does not mean that Democrats
in the Senate should hesitate to carefully
examine her credentials and press her for her
views. It does women no favor to let Miers
slide by on the basis of her gender without
giving her the same vetting process Roberts
and other male judges received, especially if
she ends up ruling against women's rights on
the bench.
      As important as it is to have female
representation on the highest court, it should
never be in place of a quality nominee. It is an
insult to the many talented and brilliant female
legal minds in this country to let Miers, if she
is shown to be unqualified, serve on the
Supreme Court solely because of her gender.

making the proportions of students
of various identities similar to those
of our nation, should not Cornell also
try to aim for a more equal balance
of liberals and conservatives?
Personally, I am totally against a
binary political system to begin with,
but if Cornell's red arches are
screaming "Openness," then shouldn't
they embrace that openness to
conservatives? Perhaps Cornell could
"teach" conservatives something
about the "openness" they supposedly
do not know about.

Sincerely,
Dan Drzymalski '06

Gender Politics
BY JAMIE GULLEN

BY REBECCA WELSH

status, obsessed with asserting their
power and, concurrently, American’s

world supremacy.
No better way to
prove one’s all-
mightiness than
having one’s coun-
try’s flag grace the
surface of a celes-
tial (dare I say, heav-
enly) body, even if
the cost is billions
of dollars that
could be put to-
wards more practi-
cal and urgent pur-
poses.  Is it possi-
ble that sending
Americans to out-
er space could lead
to the discovery of
space oil and hab-

itable planets that would provide Hal-
iburton with more no-bid develop-
ment contracts?

Even though sarcasm always
seems to find its way into articles tak-
ing swipes at George W. Bush, one
can actually understand this planned
mission in the context of the Iraq War
– an attempt to impose the power of
a Christian, democratic will on a re-
source-rich area.  Bush wishes to
forge a legacy out of grand, though
superficial, demonstrations of pow-
er and might.  An imperialist spirit is
perhaps sadly ingrained in the psy-
ches of American politicans and
many of them seem to be driven to-
ward conquest and relishing the
spoils of war rather than towards try-
ing to foster a cooperative world
through international institutions like
the UN.  While the goal of space ex-
ploration is admirable and consistent
with Americans' seemingly unbridled
ambitions, it is unconscionable to
push asides the newly minted strug-
gles of so many Americans in favor
of a fruitless visit to a barren waste-
land hundreds of thousands of miles
away.

Even though Bush has spent more
than Lyndon “Great Society”
Johnson, Bush gives no signs of
curbing his spending. (AP)

Big Red Openness
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Right Under 'Banned Books'

F

TAR HEEL BLUE        Sarah Olesiuk

or Fall Break, I was going to make
my first overnight venture into New
York City, but in the end I chick-

ened out (partially due to the fact that I
found a cheap plane ticket) and went
home to North Carolina. Asheville, NC,
as you’ve heard me say before, is a truly
unique place. While at home, things were
heating up for the city council and may-
oral primary elections, and, due to the
relatively new phenomena of “early vot-
ing,” I was able to vote without sending
in an absentee ballot. After reading up on
all the candidates, I ended up voting for
the mayoral candidate whose political he-
roes included both Jesus and Joni Mitch-
ell. Now, tell me where else on earth those
two people would be grouped together?

After my voting adventure, I proud-
ly donned my “I Voted Today” sticker
and headed over to my favorite bookstore.
Malaprop’s Bookstore, located in the
heart of downtown, contains an eclectic
mix of titles (think Ithaca Books, but with
all-new books) and a hippie café. The
political, gay/lesbian, and environmental
sections are by far the biggest in the store;
this, to a great degree, reflects the inter-
ests of the Asheville community. My fa-
vorite, however, is the “Banned Books”

section. As its name suggests, this sec-
tion contains a collection of books that
have been banned or are currently banned
in some part of the country, and a couple
that are probably banned in the surround-
ing counties. (I love the South.)

I find the practice of banning books
hilarious and highly backward.  Through-
out history, books have been put on the
“black list” to regulate the public’s con-

tact with controversial or unaccept-
able ideas. Quests to ban books of-
ten masquerade as religious missions
to “protect” the public heretical
thought. Europe didn’t quite know
what do with all of the “forward
thinking” that emerged during the
Renaissance, and as a result, many
books that were written were
promptly banned. My favorite
banned works of this era belong to
Copernicus: his writings were found
sacrilegious and were banned be-
cause he claimed that the Earth was
not the center of the universe. Imag-
ine!

The United States has adopted
Europe’s former book banning with
fervor. Through 1944, Voltaire’s
Candide was still banned in parts of
the country on account of “obscen-
ity.” In Europe, at the same time the
Nazis were taking banning books
one step further and burning the
books they felt were threatening
their regime. The United States only
went as far as to confiscate copies
of Ulysses by James Joyce between
1918 and 1930. (To find out more
about this, and other works by
Joyce, check out the James Joyce
exhibit in Kroch Library.) The Mc-
Carthy era saw Thoreau’s Civil Dis-
obedience pulled from library
shelves around the country.  In some ar-
eas of the country, Webster’s Ninth New
Collegiate Dictionary was removed from
libraries because it defined obscene (read:
sexual) words.

“The Red States,” primarily those lo-
cated in the South, have taken a special
interest in banning books.  Both before
and after the Scope trial of 1925, Dar-
win’s Origin of Species has been a popu-
lar book to ban. As the debate heats up
over “intelligent design,” it remains un-
clear as to what will happen to Darwin’s
groundbreaking work.  Three cheers for
Republicans’ success in maintaining the
status quo!

While at home at home I read about
the controversy in an adjacent county
over a Wiccan book of spells. Residents
were in a frenzy trying to ban the book

TL

because they feared the children of the
town would be exposed, or worse, con-
vert, to witchcraft. (Mind you, this is the
same town that gained notoriety when
the Baptist minister forced members of
his congregation to leave if they had vot-
ed for John Kerry.) And two years ago,
the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill required their incoming freshmen to
read parts of the Koran, igniting a na-
tionwide controversy. Thankfully, at least
the institutions of higher learning in the
South have moved on since their book
banning days; the reading requirement re-
mained.

Favorite books to ban now include
any that have to do with homosexuality
or witchcraft and, in the case of the Har-
ry Potter series, both. Early in 2005, Rep-

resentative
Gerald Allen
(R-AL) pro-
posed a bill
under which
public librar-
ies and pub-
lic schools
would be
prohib i ted
from buying
any new
copies of
works writ-
ten by gay
authors or
works that
c o n t a i n e d
gay charac-
ters. Ac-
cording to
Mr. Allen, he
“didn’t look
at it as
censorship…[he
looked] at it
as protect-
ing the

hearts and minds and souls of our chil-
dren.” After strong criticism began to sur-
round his bill he narrowed it down to ex-
clude “the classics.” (What a relief!) For-
tunately, the bill died soon after its birth
because there were not enough members
of the House who bothered to show up
to vote on it.

I held out on reading the Harry Pot-
ter series because I’ve never really en-
joyed fantasy but caved at the end of this
summer just to see what people were
raving about. OK, so they’re pretty en-
tertaining; currently I’m halfway through
book four. So far, Harry Potter hasn’t
come out of the closet, nor has he
switched over to the “dark arts.” None-
theless, many school districts and reli-
gious groups think they’re saving souls
by banning Harry Potter. Back when Pope
Benedict was Cardinal Ratzinger, he
wrote in a letter that within the series there
lay “subtle seductions that work imper-
ceptibly, and because of that deeply, and
erode Christianity in the soul before it can
even grow properly.” It is interesting to
note that American children between the
ages of three and five watch an average
of nearly 13.5 hours of television every
week; the average American watches
over four hours each day. Perhaps Pope
Benedict and Rep. Allen should be far
more worried about the lack of time chil-
dren (and adults, for that matter) spend
reading and quit wasting their time con-
demning what kids do read.

In between hammering out an an-
thropology paper and writing this column,
I took time to marvel at the priorities and
actions of both the “Southland” and the
rest of my country. Maybe next Fall
Break I’ll pick New York City – I need to
be refreshed.

Subversive reading material? Yep J.K. Rowling has created a pre-teen army set to  destroy
one of America’s most sacred holidays: Halloween. (Sew News)So far, Harry Potter

hasn’t come out of the
closet, nor has he
switched over to the
“dark arts.”
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I
Confessions of an Activist

 attend protests to feel my hairs stand
on end. During every protest, I look
around at least once while my arms

break into goosebumps and my eyes well
with tears. As unbelievably cheesy as it
sounds, these are the moments when I real-
ize that I am part of something bigger than
myself. They reaffirm to me that there are
good people in the world who also feel deep-
ly about something I care about. I experi-
enced that feeling a few times on the streets
of Washington, D.C while protesting the war
in Iraq on September 24th.

One of those moments came while I was

walking with a crowd of Cornell students.
We were carrying a large banner with the
word RESIST written boldly at the top and I
was wondering what the hell I was doing
there. I could not see anyone walking by
who was not also marching and I felt like I’d
seen everyone before. Not these exact peo-
ple, but someone eerily like them. A differ-
ent hippy looking activist, another angry
middle to upper-middle class white couple
chanting the same slogans. Needless to say,
I was not “feeling it.”

Actually, I was feeling a little bit like a
fraud. Then I looked to my left and saw a
woman in her forties carrying a placard.  It
had a photograph of a man (if you can call
him that, seeing as he was my age) in uni-
form sitting with his mother in a booth of a
restaurant with the words “please bring my
son home safely” written underneath.  I
looked to my right and there was a long line
of signs with the names and pictures of sol-
diers who have died in Iraq. The signs
stretched on and on, holding my attention
for minutes. In a war so far away, so difficult
to comprehend, here were two ways to con-
nect with it. I have no personal connection
to Iraq other than the feeling of anger the
administration’s actions inspire in me. I need
to be brought into the reality other people
live in. I need these reminders to feel con-
nected with the actions that are being com-
mitted in my name in Iraq.

Sometimes, with all the anger towards
this administration floating around, it is hard
to remember exactly why I feel angry at one
specific moment. It is hard not to feel irra-
tional and overly idealistic when every time
I hear something the President has said my
body tenses up. It is hard to not feel like a
clichéd liberal college student when I feel

my voice getting shrill as I argue about
something political. When I saw those signs
I was reminded that my anger is not blind,
that there are real people who are truly suf-
fering each and every day of their lives be-
cause of the ill-planned actions of our lead-
ers. I am angry for them, not from idealism,
but from compassion and disbelief.

That said, I still question my ability to
continue genuinely protesting. I can no
longer chant “Whose streets? Our streets!”
with any force. As I walked down the police
approved march route, with barely a police
officer in sight, with barely a citizen in sight,
I could not bring myself to yell much of
anything. I felt very aware of how activists
are portrayed in the news, and hypersensi-
tive to being seen as another cog in the
protest machine-- provided of course that
anyone was watching long enough to even
think about it.

It is time for something more. I have
been involved with protesting for seven
years- not a long time in context- but it al-
ready feels like I’ve outgrown it. I value
protesting because it is a powerful way to
be counted, but I am finding it harder and
harder to see other value in it. It is more of a
challenge to attend a protest than it is to
sign a petition or send a letter because it
takes a personal sacrifice. Even if that sacri-
fice is as minimal as leaving a party early or
not doing some homework, it forces me to
really think about why I am going. It is al-
ways a good thing to be able to vocalize my
motivation for protesting, but I find that no
one is listening to my explanations.

This campus feels firmly divided be-
tween those who think it impossible not to
attend a protest and those who think it irra-
tional to attend. How do we change that?
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There are plenty of people who care about
the war and just don’t see what they can do
about it. They think that protests are point-
less or misguided, my question is- what
then? I am not trying to convince more peo-
ple to attend, I am sincerely wondering what
we can do to foster a community of well-
informed people who oppose the actions of
the government. How can we stop “activ-
ist” from being a negative label? How can
we redefine what it means to be an activist?

I ask these questions genuinely and I ask
them constantly. I ask you to ask your-
selves, ask your friends, ask your profes-
sors. We are all in incredibly privileged po-
sitions as students at Cornell, and we bear
the burden of figuring this problem out. If
we and our peers do not question what it
means to be an active member of society,
the Sixties model of activism will continue
in its implementation and ineffectiveness.

lass warfare.  A mere utterance of
that phrase by a liberal induces
Republican retorts laced with

contemptuous accusations of the
perpetrator’s Marxist allegiances.  Branded
with the hammer and sickle, the perpetrator
is stripped away of any credibility and
relegated to the trash bin reserved for all the
other radicals with their hair-brained
schemes.  It’s no secret that individuals with
genuine concerns about the widening gulf
between the rich and poor are habitually
colored pink these days.  It’s a clever device
invoked by the right to dismiss legitimate
arguments and divert attention away from
the compelling issues of our time.  It is
invoked much in the same way accusations
of anti-Americanism are hurled at liberals,

landing on us with as much certainty and as
much force as the anvil did the coyote.  We
are discredited, left to defend our patriotism,
but most notably, foiled in our attempts to
contribute to the American discourse the
kind of concern for the disadvantaged which
once made this country a sanctuary for all
of its citizens (or at least more so than today).

The irony is, of course, that we are
being punished for crying wolf as they
carnivorously have their way with us.
Meanwhile, the real culprits of class warfare,
the wolf pack, are growing in strength and
depravity.  Slashes in social programs like
Medicaid, and others whose most desperate
beneficiaries happen to be the victims of a
recent tragedy of biblical proportions,
continue unchecked.  The Bush

administration heedlessly squanders our
budget on a war started at no
provocation and now justified by the
specious argument that our planting the
seed of democracy will stabilize a region
where terrorists now recruit more
successfully than ever.  The war and
record tax breaks have robbed us of
precious dollars which were earmarked for
our most vulnerable (as well as our gutted
regulatory agencies whose emasculation
impaired the recovery efforts in Hurricane
Katrina).  In an era defined by new and

pressing priorities, the Republicans still
insist on cutting taxes principally for the
nation’s most affluent, while at the same time
reducing spending where it most hurts.

Meanwhile, the quality of life continues
to diminish at home.  Even though the
economy is growing at a healthy rate,
workers are invariably being left behind.
According to the Joint Economic Committee
of Congress, real wages declined by 0.4% in
2004, with wage cuts falling most heavily on
those standing on the lowest rungs of the
economic ladder.  The squeeze on the middle
class and the choke on the poor have
tightened, and this still remains unaddressed,
if not promoted by the Bush administration.
Handouts to big business have yielded
corporations remarkable returns (a positive
outcome, mind you), but one component of
the trickle-down theory remains largely
unfulfilled, the trickle-down part.  Bill
O’Reilly, Ann Coulter, and the rest of their
hate-mongering cohorts are not trying to
silence the class warriors; they are trying to
silence us for calling them out on it.

I know that the vast majority of
thoughtful conservatives are incapable of
thinking what I’m about to cite, but these
are the kind of obscenities which are
broadcasted daily to millions of listeners by
the media allies of the Bush administration.

Responding to an Oct. 13th New York Daily
News article which alleged that Homeland
Security officials tipped off relatives about
a terror threat in New York City days before
the rest of New Yorkers were alerted, right-
wing radio host Neal Boortz mused:

“Now, the Daily News in New York has
a headline: “Rich got terror tip.” OK, let's
get logical about this, folks. Let's play logic
with this. This is as it should be. OK...But if
we are faced with a disaster in this country,
which group do we want to save? The rich
or the poor?”

He then proceeded to impugn the poor
as drags on society who should be among
the last to be saved in times of crises.  Is
there anyway to mitigate his statements so
they do not represent the ugliest height of
class warfare?  We should all be thankful
that Mr. Boortz had the goodness of heart
to not condemn all the poor to damnation,
conceding to at least put them at the end of
the line.  Is this the culture of life of which
the right wing speaks?  Or does the doctrine
really end at the fetus?  Is this equal
protection under the law?   In one breath,
Neil Boortz managed to spurn the more

Alexandra Berke         WHAT’s LEFT
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It is hard not to feel
irrational and overly
idealistic when my body
tenses up every time I
hear something the
President has said.

Students at the September 25, 2005
peace rally in Washington, DC. (Boston
Independent Media Center)

See Getzel, page 10
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Crying Wolf Over Class Warfare

Republicans still insist
on cutting taxes
principally for the
nation’s most affluent,
while reducing spending
where it most hurts.
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Liberals Schmiberals. Just Call Them Patriots.
Thousands of Protestors Rock Against the War

W
BY EMMA JOHNSON

ho says George W. Bush is stu-
pid? The craftiest tactic a gov-
ernment can take when faced

with crises in its country is to place the
blame on someone else; that way not only
can they avoid being held accountable, but
they can also avoid having to produce a
solution to that sticky situation.  Accord-
ing to Bush and his cronies, the people re-
sponsible for all of our country's problems
are those dirtiest of dirties, the "liberals."
Not since Reagan has “liberal” evolved into
such a foul utterance, so horrifying that
even staunch Democrats are shying away
from their true bearings and redefining them-
selves as "moderates." As a self-described
liberal, I know it can be hard to take pride in
your country when your political affiliation
is perceived as one that hates the U.S. and
is equally hated by the rest of the country.

However, as I witnessed in Washing-
ton two weekends ago, liberalism and patri-
otism do go hand in hand.  At the day long
Operation Ceasefire concert and march, I
witnessed true, unadulterated love of coun-
try, and I'm not just talking about the signs
that read "dissent is patriotic" (which is true
of course, but beside the point).

What was perhaps the most effective
aspect of the protest, aside from the obvi-
ous answers like Joan Baez singing the clas-
sics and Cindy Sheehan's powerful speech,
was the series of little sideshows put to-
gether by regular old liberals, like myself,

who wanted to demonstrate their dislike of
the Bush administration and its corruption,
and do so in a way that involved more than
just showing up for free music.  There was,
for example, the Missile Dick Chicks, who I

was lucky enough to hear, despite a con-
servative on a loudspeaker informing me
that Jesus would make sure I'd burn in hell
(more on him later).  Clad in costumes akin
to a cross between Hairspray, the Rocky
Horror Picture Show, and those old fat guys
you see on the Fourth of July decked out in
their Red, White and Blues, these ladies
wasted no time in drawing a crowd.  In be-
tween their show stopping renditions of old
standards such as "Shop! In the Name of
War" and "A Boy from Texas Came Up to
Rule the World," the ladies remained in char-
acter, joking with the audience. Their per-
formance reminded everyone that our val-
ues are not a singular point of pride for lib-
erals.  We are pretty damn funny, too.

Back to the aforementioned conserva-
tive-on-a-loudspeaker: truth be told, I had
expected a large backlash to this enormous
protest against the Bush House, and I had

actually been hoping to see some of those,
how shall I say it, "good" conservatives.
You know, the kind who support the war
(because we really are helping the Iraqis)
and support Bush (because he really does
care about "the little people"), and do so
out of ignorance rather than out of pure
malicious intent (yes, I mean you, Joe Sa-
bia).  Sadly, the only pro-war example was
set by a group of three men with one loud
speaker.  The youngest one kindly informed
the crowd that we were still "smoking joints
like three years ago," and that we didn't get
it then and we don't get it now.  The group
also had two women, dressed in hijabs, hold-
ing a sign that read "Al-Qaeda thanks you
for your support" (apparently they missed
– or conveniently ignored - that whole big
"oops...Saddam wasn't working with bin
Laden" revelation). Now, I'm going to go
out on a limb here and suggest that these
women were probably white Christians who
have never seen a Muslim, much less met
one, and probably don't even know how to
spell “hijab” in the first place.

At one point, I drew closer to hear one
of the counter-protesters arguing with the
crowd, assuring them that Bush really does
want peace in Iraq.  Well, of course. His
brand of peace would give him access to all
the oil he wants (but never mind that little
piece of information).  Oh, and do you know
who doesn't want peace, according to that
man? Jesus. To quote, "When Jesus comes
back he will say yes to this war. When Jesus
comes back he will kick your assssssssss."
For the full effect of this quote, I should
mention that the "kick your ass" part was
relatable to Will Ferrell’s "You're My Boy
Blue" in terms of tone and level, as well as
basic ridiculousness.

But the funny thing is that, ironically,
I'm glad that those guys were there.  They TL

WASHINGTON, D.C.

The most effective aspect
of the protest was the
series of little sideshows
put together by regular
old liberals.

proved to me (and hopefully to the 100,000
other people that attended) that maybe it's
not the Bible banging, burn-in-hell conser-
vatives who really love this country; may-
be it is the liberals after all.  There were peo-
ple in suits, people wearing fake dildos in
the shape of missiles, people carrying signs
that read anything from the Psalms to SNL
quotations, and they all came out to stand
together because they believe that this
country is capable of better things, that we
the people are capable of overcoming this
quagmire of war and idiocy in the White
House.  Just because Bush and his sup-
porters blame us, does not mean that we
should feel guilty for their crimes. The best
way to sum up this experience comes from
the words of a middle-aged man in a busi-
ness suit, who stopped in the middle of his
stroll down the sidewalk leaping up onto a
bench and, in his best Cheech voice, shout-
ed: "This is Americanism in action. And you
look gooooooood!"

Students gather at the Anti-War rally in Washington D.C. (EMJ)

The Missile Dick Chicks (EMJ)

beautiful precepts of the Bible,
Constitution, and human decency.  His
conscience may be unsalvageable at this
point, but the average American’s is not.

It is incumbent upon us all to restore
government with its conscience, and the
first step is to withdraw our mandate for
a party who elevates the concerns of their
bloated confederates over those of the
average American.  This problem was
settled 75 years ago, but the calculated TL

efforts of the Republican Party have
whittled away our safety net and with it,
“government of the people, by the
people, and for the people.”  It’s a bitter
pill to swallow, folks, but the evidence
around us is overwhelming.  I wish I
could expound further on these,
admittedly, superficial observations, but
their simplified nature does not detract
from their relevance.  The red, white, and
blue of our flag are bleeding.  Can help
be on the way?

Continued from Getzel,
 pg. 9
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Iraqis Vote on Constitution
Is The Country Ready for Democracy?

A
BY EVAN MARSHAK

fter the dust settles in Iraq, the hope
is that all that will remain of an
American imperialist venture is the

legacy of the American democratic spirit.
Unfortunately, as demonstrated in other U.S.
debacles such as support for the Shah of
Iran, America does not have a consistent
record of supporting democracy aboard.
Judging by the fiasco that has ensued since
the provisional Iraqi government was set
up, democracy may yet fail in the new Iraqi
state.

Like it or not, the United States did in-
vade Iraq and consequently has an obliga-
tion to set up a government there.  Further,
by any Western standard, even if the Unit-

ed States were to abandon its goal of a dem-
ocratic state in Iraq, it would certainly feel
obligated to ascertain what type of govern-
ment the Iraqi people would want instead.
Therefore, at the risk of perpetuating cul-
tural arrogance, any solution for building a
new government in Iraq will be based —- at
least loosely — upon Western-style democ-
racy.

Even in light of the cooperation be-
tween Americans and Iraqis in setting up a
government through democratic means, it

‘Like it or not, the
United States did invade
Iraq and consequently
has an obligation to set
up a government there.’

is clear that deep political and religious rifts
in Iraq are not going away.  Following two
delays in the deadline for submission of the
new constitution, the Iraqi legislature pulled
a stunt that could only have been dreamt
up in the halls of a Republican-controlled
Congress.  Current rules require that if two-
thirds of voters in three of Iraq's 18 prov-
inces vote against the constitution, it will
not pass.  Earlier this month, the Shi'ite-con-
trolled government changed the rules so
that instead of requiring two-thirds of reg-
istered voters in one-sixth of the provinces
to say "nay" on the constitutional referen-
dum, they would require two-thirds of all
eligible voters to vote against the constitu-
tion for it to fail.  This tactic is as democratic
as the Republicans' gaining support for the
energy bill by leaving the roll call open for
40 minutes to persuade remaining Congress-
men who were still sitting on the fence.

Luckily, after sharp criticism from the
United Nations, the legislature overturned
its own rules, but this does not bode well
for the future of the Iraqi constitution.  The
treatment of issues such as federalism and
women’s rights has already generated op-
position to the constitution; such blatant
disregard for the Sunni minority will not help
a constitution win support.

Moving into the last hours before the
vote, changes to the constitution were still
being made that may have won over a fair
deal of Sunni support.  The potential boy-
cott of the elections seems to have been
averted, but the partial boycott of the elec-
tions to the Iraqi legislature still had some
repercussions.  Feeling underrepresented
on the constitutional committee, the Sun-
nis objected that they did not have enough
say in the text of the constitution.  The new
compromise allows for a constitutional

amendment process by referendum.
The Iraqi constitution, apart from its

clear religious overtones and parliamentary
style of governance, is very clearly based
on the American Constitution.  In fact, noth-
ing could be better; the American Constitu-
tion is a wonderful symbol and guide to free-
dom and democracy.  Yet, the American Con-
stitution was written by a group of people
who were ready for and committed to de-
mocracy, albeit a notably different democ-
racy than exists in the United States today.
The Federalists and Anti-Federalists fun-
damentally agreed that rule by the people
was, in principle, the only legitimate form of
government. The Sunnis do not seem to be
as certain as the Founding Fathers that rule
by the people is an essential tenet of sound

government.  While much of the political
disagreement seems to have been averted,
the violence clearly has not.  Insurgent
groups still attack American troops often,
and it is not clear if Iraq can completely
avoid civil war.  Furthermore, it is not clear
that the Iraqis have done enough to reach
out to the once in-power Sunnis.

The Iraqi constitution has some won-
derful provisions including a goal that elec-
tion laws should be designed to allow wom-
en to fill at least one-quarter of the seats on
the Council of Representatives.  There is
no question that many of the aims of the
constitution are democratic and benevolent.
The question that remains is whether the
Iraqis are ready for it.

The Costs of Orange Friday
Maintaining Progressive Credibility

W
BY JOSH GOLDMAN

hile it has sent a powerful mes-
sage of the horrors of war and
reminded us all of the human

costs, the Orange Friday anti-war protest,
more than anything, embodied the attitude
that is paralyzing the Left and preventing
progress.

Politically active Cornell students are
generally too preoccupied with myopically
making noise about whatever hot-button
issue seems most fashionable at the time.
These intelligent students have invested
their time and energy into protests that pro-
duce little more than short-lived flashes of
concern.

Whether or not the Orange Friday or-
ganizers acknowledge it, the United States
will not be pulling out of Iraq any time soon.
To do so would ensure the failure of the
new Iraqi state, jeopardize the stability of
the Middle East and threaten our national
security.  Even if withdrawal from Iraq were
a sound policy prescription (which it’s not),
a protest in Ithaca wouldn’t bring it about.

By channeling energy into events like
Orange Friday, student activists neglect im-
portant issues upon which they can make
an impact.  In the recent Redbud fiasco, cam-
pus political groups showed themselves ca-
pable of organizing and coordinating efforts
to effect change on local, malleable issues.

However, the way in which the opportunity
was handled shows case in point, how a
few radical voices can squash the much
more numerous moderates.

In taking the laudable goal of saving
trees too far, the Redbuddies embarrassed
a university that leads the nation in sus-
tainability issues.  By doing so, these stu-
dents further undermined the already weak
credibility of Cornell’s progressive move-
ment.

Unfortunately, the problem is not con-
fined to protests.  When a columnist like
the Cornell Daily Sun’s Jeff Purcell writes
of garbage like “right-wing genocidal dicta-
tor” Ariel Sharon’s “building of an Apart-
heid Wall to annex Palestinian land,” the
campus reacts to his unfounded and offen-
sive anti-Israel rants, and not on the intelli-
gent ideas and analyses offered by more
responsible columnists.

Perhaps more disturbing is that moder-
ate Cornellians seem content with letting
the Redbud Eights and St Patrick’s Fours of
the world to hijack their voice. The Cornell
Organization for Labor Action recently fol-
lowed in the Redbuddies’ footsteps, after
several members were detained by police
for riding bicycles in front of TCAT buses.
But how many Cornell students knew the
issues at stake in the drivers’ contract ne-
gotiations?  How much pressure did COLA
place on the county?

Where are the posters, endorsements
and discussions about the upcoming elec-
tion for Tompkins County District Attorney?
The candidates have voiced opinions on
issues relevant to students ranging from
enforcement of the Rockefeller drug laws to
the prosecution of noise violations in Col-
legetown.  Yet for some reason, students

Members of the Iraqi National Guard watch over boxes of ballots for a recent
constitutional referendum which may approve Iraq’s draft constitution.  (Reuters)

seem preoccupied with demonstrating
against policies they can’t change and ar-
guing over whether or not an article in the
Cornell American is racist.

Moderates of the world, unite.  There’s
too much at stake to let extremists dominate
our discourse.

TL

Orange Friday protestors drew significant campus attention after staging a “die-in” on
Ho Plaza. (CLE)
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Mortgage Deductions: Bush's New Front
Against the Middle Class

No president in history has been as
antagonistic to the middle class as
“Dubya;” he has exported jobs

abroad at an alarming pace, compromised
America’s fiscal stability through gargan-
tuan tax cuts to the upper strata, and en-
couraged reckless consumption while re-
moving safety nets. The middle class has
been left with no place to turn except their
homes – until now, that is.

President Bush has declared all-out war
against the middle class with his plan to
“simplify” the tax code by removing the
mortgage deduction. This so-called “loop-
hole” allows home-owners to deduct the in-
terest paid on their mortgages from their
taxes, giving the incentive to own rather
than rent. Bush’s proposal is unprecedent-
ed in American history, and for good rea-
son: it’s just plain dumb.

Middle class families are stretched thin
as it is. Rising energy costs have led to in-
flationary price pressures while wages re-
main stagnant. Alan Greenspan, chairman
of the Federal Reserve Bank, recently said
that the nation’s saving rate is negative –
not zero, not positive, but actually in the
red. Families are forced to borrow against
their only assets, their homes, in order to

deal with economic concerns. With work-
ing and middle class families struggling to
make ends meet, this loophole becomes
more than a deduction; it becomes the only
way they can survive.

The rising popularity of variable-rate
mortgages in the last few years have left
the middle class exposed to the almost cer-
tain rise in interest rates, and hence the rise
of their monthly mortgage payment. Remov-
ing the deduction would force families to
stretch dollars into pennies just to pay their
own bills and also present most families
with the difficult choice between selling their
homes and buying necessities. Moreover,
removal would make social mobility impos-
sible. Sky-rocketing property values have
made homeownership for the majority of
Americans possible only through mortgag-
es. Young couples and families who have
worked and saved for years would be com-
pletely shut out of the market should the
removal of the mortgage deduction occur.

This is the destruction of the American
dream. Inherent to being a hard-working
American is the possibility of owning your
own home – building a comfortable nest egg
to raise your family around and retire upon.
It is so fundamental to the very notion of
being a citizen; in most states, if you de-
clare bankruptcy, creditors cannot seize

BY LUIS BACALAO
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your house because that would be seizing
a part of you to which no one has a right.
Republicans love to talk about the America
of the past – one that’s strong with family
values – yet they seem to have a fuzzy mem-
ory when implementing policy. This Christ-
mas, I highly recommend that the conser-
vatives on Capitol Hill watch “It’s a Won-
derful Life.” George Bailey wasn’t banning
gay marriage or cutting taxes for the rich –
he was building houses for recent immi-
grants and the poor. There is nothing more
American than homeownership. Whether it
is the dining room table or the shady back-
yard bar-b-q on a lazy Labor Day, families
need a place to breed values to call their
own.

That said, removing the mortgage de-
duction isn’t just bad because it hurts the
middle class; it is also wholly inconsistent
with how Americans do business. Interest
payments on loans are always tax deduct-
ible. Corporations, who borrow vast
amounts annually, get to deduct the mil-
lions they pay per year in interest. At the
point lawmakers allow this deduction in the
corporate sphere but not for mortgages,
they’re not just being unfair, they’re being
downright crooked.

Why then don’t we tax all interest
rates? First of all, taxing interest is a form of

double taxation, as the lending financial in-
stitutions are already taxed for their earn-
ings. More importantly, we don’t tax inter-
est because we want to encourage corpora-
tions to invest. Hence, when you tax mort-
gage interest rates, you provide a disincen-
tive to investment in property.

The repercussions are wholly undesir-
able.   Reinstituting taxation of mortgage
rates negatively affects one of the stron-
gest American industries. Fewer homes
bought means fewer homes built, which in
turn means more jobs lost. However, it
doesn’t stop here. It is not just the con-
struction worker who loses his job, it is the
real estate agent who loses clients and the
bankers who lose out on possible revenue.
It doesn’t take a Nobel laureate economist
to realize this is detrimental to our fragile
economy.

I suppose it could be worse. Bush orig-
inally created the panel with the goal of re-
placing the income tax with the highly re-
gressive consumption tax. Fortunately, Mr.
Bush is so weakened in his presidency that
he can longer propose something so ludi-
crous. However, that doesn’t stop him from
trying.

Bush’s Cronies:  Miers, Brown, and Many More

he Federalist No. 76 inscribed the
hope that a president “would be both
ashamed and afraid to bring forward,

for the most distinguished or lucrative sta-
tions, candidates who had no other merit than
that of coming from the same State to which
he particularly belonged, or of being in some
way or other personally allied to him, or of
possessing the necessary insignificance and
pliancy to render them the obsequious instru-
ments of his pleasure.”

As significant as one might believe a
former Commissioner for the International
Arabian Horse Association is, former FEMA
Director Michael Brown's obsequious nature
cannot be questioned. Mr. Brown resigned
from his position amongst uproar and, as any
good political instrument, blamed two officials
of the opposing political party.

As people began to whisper cronyism,
the media gave great attention to President
Bush's nickname for his FEMA appointee:
“Brownie,” a somewhat casual if not endear-
ing nickname.

Brown has no credentials to qualify him
for his position as the head of FEMA. The
FEMA biography webpage claims that
“[Brown's] background in state and local gov-
ernment also includes serving as an assistant
to the city manager with emergency services
oversight responsibilities and as a city coun-
cilman.” Although it might sound somewhat
impressive, this is the only reference to any-
thing emergency-related, and it is said that
this position is tantamount to an internship
within a minor government office.

Brown also has a history of mishandling
relief efforts. In 2004, a FEMA relief fund allo-
cation error led to a misappropriation of $30
million for Hurricane Frances.  Brown later
denied any sort of mistake, blaming it instead
on a computer glitch. On Jan. 24th, 2005, Con-
gressman Robert Wexler (D-FL) called for
Brown's resignation in a letter to President

Bush, which was ignored.
Cronyism is running rampant in the

Bush administration as he surrounds him-
self with even more yes men and personal
friends in his second term, in which he is
poised to become a lame-duck president.

Bush's greatest legacy will likely be
his Supreme Court nominations. The nom-
ination of Harriet Miers to the Supreme
Court was surely not merit-based.  Indeed
Miers’  credentials for the position center
around her personal relationship with Pres-
ident Bush. Nobody can possibly argue
that Miers has sufficient experience and
qualifications to be a Supreme Court jus-
tice over other possible competitors.

David Greenberg, in his Slate col-
umn, “Supreme Court Cronyism,” argues
that the last crony nominated to the Su-
preme Court was Abe Fortas, nominated
by President Johnson in 1965. However,
there are clear differences between Fortas
and Miers, chiefly because Fortas, a
former assistant professor at Yale Law
School, was far more qualified for the po-
sition of Supreme Court justice.

We can draw some interesting polit-
ical conclusions from Bush's actions. Lib-
erals should not be afraid of employing a
filibuster to contest Miers if they believe
that her evangelical Christianity and mili-
tant opposition to abortion rights might
cloud her constitutional interpretations.
When Fortas was later nominated to be-
come the Chief Justice, Republicans suc-
cessfully filibustered, forcing President
Johnson to withdraw the nomination.

Second, Democrats need to monop-
olize on the political weaknesses of Pres-
ident Bush.  This could become a crucial
factor leading into the 2006 elections, as
Americans become increasingly fed up
with the cronyism that feeds incompe-
tence, all at the expense of this country.

T
“Bush said, ‘God speaks through me.’ Funny, I

thought God could conjugate subject and verb 
better than that.” —Molly Ivins

“We must suggest an alternative to the paths of
greed and violence.”

—Howard Zinn

“It’s America that’s
changed—not you!”

—Barbara Ehrenreich
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Harriet Miers has referred to the pres-
ident famous for his narrow-mind-
edness and general lack of interest

in the world outside of Crawford, Texas as
the most brilliant man she ever met. That
same Dubya, eager to play president be-
fore the cameras and feign compassion for
Katrina victims told the incompetent and
inexperienced Michael Brown that he was
doing a heck of a job. And we've all heard
the cries from across the Republican world
of how Tom DeLay, perhaps the most crook-
ed and conniving politician in decades, with
his ties to money laundering schemes, Ma-

chiavellian lobbyists and organized crime,
is really the best kind of guy, the honest
victim of the most brutal partisan hardball.
Here in Washington nothing will make a pro-
gressive sicker quicker than partisan back-
patting. Honest self-criticism has hardly
been the defining attribute of the Rightist
political machine. Of course, things get
even worse when we mix power with cor-
ruption, politics with nepotism and crony-
ism; what we get in the end is a twisted nest
of self-serving lies, so densely packed with
resume-padding falsehood that it would
make a member of this year's Student As-
sembly blush. We like to tell ourselves that

The Honest Approach
Learning From the Back-Patting of Devils and Dolts

this Bush administration is the very antith-
esis of the ideals to which liberal-progres-
sives aspire. But is this vomitous and dan-
gerous dishonesty - "you're doing a heck
of a job, Brownie," - all that different from
our comportment on the Left?

Many things have me doubting. Sep-
tember's massive anti-war march and open-
air concert at the foot of the Washington
Monument reminded me of just how un-
thinking and uncritical politicos can be on
our side of the political spectrum. There
were hundreds of thousands in attendance
at the march, all drawn to stick it to the man,
to stand against an administration taking
this country in the exact wrong direction, or
to remember their loved one lost in a cruelly
unnecessary war. Some weren't even anti-
Bush but were opposed to a war which has
brought so much suffering to so many. But
very few were willing to question some of
the rally's organizers on their radical and
very un-liberal beliefs, like their pro-Kim
Jong Il stance, their "pro-Palestinian" veiled
anti-Semitism, or their generally uninspir-
ing frankness about their own beliefs, a can-
didness not so unlike that of a certain re-
cent Supreme Court appointee.

Of course there's more than this one
nominal element of the righteous and invig-
orated anti-war movement that's worthy of
our criticism. What about all our true blue
Democratic friends who insist on the lack
of culpability within the Clinton administra-
tion in doing so little to stop the genocide
in Rwanda, effectively whitewashing one
of the most egregious failures of human
rights policy in history? Or what about
those good liberals who claim that ideology
matters when shaking down Supreme Court
nominees before the Senate, not in order to
weed out radicals and hacks, but to oppose
those with whom we simply disagree, and
to toe the party line? And what of the hand-
ful of overzealous journalists who distort,

exaggerate, and fail to verify facts
when in fact their stories are little
more than anti-administration fodder
- CBS's Bush National Guard memo,
for example, or the evidently exag-
gerated claims of rape and murder
coming out of the Superdome?

Let's not forget the activism of
some of our friends, whose noble
energies were spent on saving green-
ery with little symbolism and even
less intrinsic value;  this while oth-
ers struggled to stir an apathetic Cor-
nell into action against genocide and
a host of other worthy foes on- and
off-campus.

Although their trickle of abuses
is a far cry from the broken dam of
conservative lies, examples abound
of self-styled liberal-progressives
who are not living up to the ethical
and practical standard that they
should hold themselves to. We as
the progressive community should
hold them accountable.

This isn't just about our moral
integrity for its own sake. Calling out
the astray members of our team is part of
the process of defining what our values are,
and what our course should be, as a com-
munity. A steady and strong flow of ideas is
what will build the progressive community
into the political force it needs to become in
order to set this country on the right track.
We must be willing to criticize our own, even
if it sometimes means losing political points
in the short run. Partisan hackery, toeing
the line, and political correctness are only
barriers to that necessary dialogue.We're
not talking purges and litmus tests, but dia-
logue and understanding, democracy and
values.

And let's not forget, we're also talking
about potentially saving our own hides. The
worst government in the history of this

country is collapsing under the weight of
its own corruption. The political fallout
could be further reaching than the next few
elections - the very existence of the Repub-
lican Party may be called into doubt. The
lesson isn’t lost on the handful of wise Re-
publicans who now wish their party didn't
have a near-monopoly on dirty money, cro-
nies and hacks. I once met someone in Roch-
ester who left the GOP, above all else be-
cause of his party's nomination of the man
who would become the most incompetent
president we've ever had. But he is in the
tiniest minority. Somebody should have
called out George Bush while they still had
a chance.

BY ANDREW GARIB

D

Hopeful Midterms
2006 Elections Might Provide the Relief We Have Been Waiting For

emocrats around the country are
realizing their wishes as it seems
America has finally joined them in

disapproving of the job of President George
W. Bush has done.  A slew of major events
such as Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, more
killings in Iraq, and the nomination of Harri-
et Miers, among others, has pushed the
President’s approval ratings to the lowest
of his administration and placed him in seri-
ous jeopardy of being able achieve any of
his second term policy aims.  The new NBC
News/Wall Street Journal Poll conducted
has Bush’s approval rating at a meager 39%
with 54% of the population disapproving.
It is now evident that the continued failures
in Iraq coupled with the botched recovery
efforts in Louisiana have severely damaged
President Bush’s reputation.  Instead of
winning the war on terrorism and moving
toward a new solution in Iraq, the President
began his second term with unpopular and
dangerous policy objectives like his reac-
tionary social security reform.

Many may wonder why any of this
matters more than stopping Bush from ex-

panding his tax cuts and trying to destroy
Social Security.  After all, he has already
won two terms and has already riddled
America with both foreign and domestic
problems.  So how can such poll numbers
help show a drastic change politically?  A
result within the above mentioned poll that
has enormous political consequences
shows exactly how momentous this swing
in opinion could be.  The poll found that
48% of respondents want the Democrats to
control Congress in contrast with 39% who
want the Republicans to maintain control.
Interestingly enough, this is the largest dif-
ference in the 11 years that NBC News has
been asking this question.  As you may re-
member, 11 years ago one of the greatest
political changes in our country’s history
occurred when Republicans took control of
both the House and the Senate for the first
time in 40 years.  Back then there were alle-
gations that the Democrats were becoming
corrupt after so many years in power.  Now
we see that the House Majority Leader, Re-
publican Tom DeLay of Texas, has left his
leadership post after having been indicted
twice for corruption, and the Senate Major-
ity Leader, Republican Bill Frist, is embroiled
in a corruption scandal of his own.  The

Is this dangerous
dishonesty all that dif-
ferent from our comport-
ment on the Left?
Many things have me
doubting.

parallels are undeniable and it seems as
though 2006 will be for the Democrats what
1994 was for Gingrich and the Republicans.
The Republican methodology of incompe-
tence and corruption is a shaky platform to
run on.

With such a drastic change in the po-
litical environment from a year ago when
John Kerry was defeated and Republicans
were poised to solidify their dominance, it
is not outlandish to believe that the Demo-
crats can take back both the House and the
Senate.  A quick look at the Senate races
that are shaping up for next year support
such a claim.  The Democrats seem to be in
very good position to take not one but sev-
en seats away from the Republicans with
extremely competitive races in Pennsylva-
nia, Ohio, Missouri, Tennessee, Rhode Is-
land, Virginia, and Arizona.  Only one Dem-
ocratic seat, in Minnesota with Sen. Day-
ton retirement, seems at risk.  A true test of
how well the Democrats will do in the elec-
tion of 2006 will happen in a few weeks when
we see the results of the elections of 2005.
Two states, New Jersey and Virginia, have
gubernatorial races in the year following a
presidential election and both will choose
governors this November.  In New Jersey,

current Senator Jon Corzine is seeking to
move from Washington to the Governor’s

mansion in Trenton and is taking on failed
Senate candidate Douglass Forrester.  In
Virginia, Democratic Gov. Mark Warner is
stepping down due to term limits and look-
ing toward a bid for the Presidency in 2008
while his friend and Lieutenant Governor
Tim Kaine is seeking to take his place while
running against Republican and former At-
torney General of the state Jerry Kilgore.
Should the Democrats do as well in these
races as expected or exceed expectations, it
could signal big changes in the next year.

Progressives must learn how not to look like this
guy. (The Left Central Gazette)
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The Republican
methodology of
incompetence and
corruption is a shaky
platform to run on.
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Progressive For Life
Liberals Should Rethink Abortion

BY JOHN NEUROHR

s evident in the Senate's confirma-
tion of John Roberts to the Su-
preme Court, and as we’ve seen in

the most recent federal judicial confirma-
tion hearings, one issue has dominated de-
bate and news coverage – abortion.  Even
while President Bush insisted he would not
use a “litmus test” when it came to his po-
tential nominees, it was obvious that a con-
servative swing in the Supreme Court could
mean the overturning of Roe vs. Wade.

To embattled liberals, this is a rallying
cry.  In the past three decades, a woman’s
right to choose has become sacred – cham-
pioned by many liberals as the last remain-
ing bastion of the Sixties left.  But to many,
the debate over abortion has become su-
perficial to the point of insensitivity.  The
unborn fetus has become little more than a
political pawn – a birdie in a game of politi-
cal badminton.  Unfortunately, it is hard for
liberals to come out of any fight over abor-
tion victorious.  Inevitably, pro-choicers,
though they may be well-intentioned, are
perceived by most instead as pro-abortion.

What progressives need is a new stance
on abortion.  They need a new plan to com-
bat old problems.  The old stance is not
progressive in any way – it is a position
content on being static (a conservative ide-
ology in and of itself.)  Progressives should
identify problems, even in their victories ,
even in their own ideas, and push society
towards new and better practices that can
provide real solutions to real problems.

Progressives must first realize the prob-
lems with all sides of the debate as it is be-
ing fought.  First, the Democratic Party’s
argument, that a woman has the right to
choose whether or not she wants to give

birth presents a real moral dilemma for most
people.  It comes across as a negative emo-
tional argument that borders on demand-
ing, in essence, the right to end a life.  While
the jury is still out on whether or not a baby
in the first trimester can feel pain, the idea
of an abortion is a tough pill to swallow for
most no matter what.

On the other hand, the Republican Par-
ty's argument is one that dictates that wom-
en are not allowed to choose whether they
want to bear a child or not.  Even more dis-
turbing is the fact that conservatives would
not even allow an exception for the health
of the mother in their partial-birth abortion
bill, a bill that would ban certain types of
abortions and virtually all abortions after
the first trimester.  This is simply unreason-
able.

But what progressives must identify,
most importantly, is the moral inconsisten-
cy of both arguments.  While progressives
tout social programs like health care, strong
public education, and social security – pro-
grams that take care of citizens after they
are born, they do not necessarily have the
same concern for life when it comes to an
unborn child.  And while conservatives may
be pro-life when it comes to abortion, they
favor individualism, limited government with
fewer social programs, and the death penal-
ty.

Progressives must realize the opportu-
nity this contradictive debate provides.  The
prospect is there to win thousands, maybe
millions, of voters who would naturally vote
Democrat based on most issues (social pro-
grams, diplomacy, rolling back of tax cuts
for the rich) but for one issue – abortion.
Progressives can take the lead in this de-
bate by finally seeking out a moral consis-
tency of life.  Progressives can counter the
cultural and political misconception that
conservatives have a monopoly on morali-

ty.
This does not suggest that we over-

turn Roe vs. Wade.  Because of the health of
the mother, other extenuating circumstanc-
es in pregnancies, and the dangers of ille-
gal abortions, Roe vs. Wade must stand. But
progressives should seek to make abortion
“safe, legal and rare,” as Bill Clinton put it.
The most important part of that statement
is rare.  Making abortions rarer would be
the central point of a progressive moral con-
sistency of life.

A moral consistency of life is not naïve.
In fact, to be successful, and to help make
abortion rare, it is important to recognize
the realities of the world.  The teenage preg-
nancy rate in the United States is higher
than in any other industrialized nation.  Pro-
gressives must combat this head on with
better, more thorough sex education pro-
grams in public schools – programs that
teach abstinence as the only 100% effec-
tive method, while also educating teens
about contraceptives, the menstrual cycle,
AIDS, sexually transmitted infections, birth
control, and general sexual health.  We must
take sex education out of the hands of the
ideologues who spew lies to teens and put
it back into the hands of health profession-
als who will tell kids the truth.  We must
have programs that are open and honest,
making sex not a curiosity but a science.

Beyond that we must solidify the sys-
tem of adoption in this country.  We must
encourage adoption as a moral alternative
to abortion and show expectant mothers that
their babies would be put in loving homes.
We must stop the use of abortion as a con-
traceptive.  We must educate women con-
sidering abortion because they would be
unable to care for the child about a new
system of adoption that would enable her
to be as much or as little a part of that child’s
life as she desires.  We must provide pre-

Progressives are
realizing the opportunity
this contradictive
debate provides.

natal and neo-natal care for pregnant wom-
en who would not otherwise be able to af-
ford it.

We must push to allow the Plan B con-
traceptive pill to be more readily available.
The FDA is dragging its feet on the issue,
and has not heeded the advice of scientists
and health professionals who voted 24-3 to
allow the drug to be sold over the counter.
In fact, the top women’s health official in
the FDA quit over the dispute.  If making
abortions rarer is the goal, Plan B is an inte-
gral part of a progressive plan.

These are policies that promote a moral
consistency of life.  These are ideas that
positively promote compassion and hope
and the optimistic social message that pro-
gressivism is really all about.  Abortion has
become the most contentious issue of our
time – it is time for us to take the high road.
We must step away from tradition and step
up to the task of being truly moral and truly
progressive.  We must no longer use an
unborn child as a tool to attack the right
and retain votes – we must care for people
and promote real compassion and, in that,
win new votes.
--
John Neurohr, Jr. is a junior at Ithaca Col-
lege and an intern in the communications
department at the Center for American
Progress in Washington, D.C.

Violations of Journalistic Integrity Mean An End to Free Society

maintain our freedom as Americans is to be
vigilant in keeping a critical eye on our news.

A routine federal investigation over the
leak of a C.I.A. agent’s identity took a dra-
matic turn when Judith Miller, a reporter for
the New York Times, was sent to prison on
July 6th for refusing to testify in the case
about conversations she had with an
anonymous source. Other reporters who
were threatened with jail time agreed to ex-
pose their sources, but Miller stood firm on
her decision not to testify until she had
obtained a personal and specific waiver of
her source’s right to confidentiality.

Miller’s right to protect her sources is
the key to effective, penetrating, and reveal-
ing journalism and has been considered
sacred by generations of journalists.
Whether they are scared citizens hiding
from an oppressive government, insiders to
powerful political machines, or those with
experiences considered taboo by main-
stream society, the invaluable insights and
opinions of many sources would never
reach front pages without promises of ano-
nymity and confidentiality. Without them,
journalism would cease to be investigative
or thought provoking, merely regurgitating

facts and circumstances. Without the prom-
ise of confidentiality, the public will never
be given multiple sides of the story, making
it easier for misunderstandings to prevail,
atrocities to happen in silence, and govern-
ments to construct a world of make-believe
for its citizens.

Many people, including prominent
voices from the Bush administration, have
questioned Miller’s seemingly sudden de-
cision to testify and have hinted that she
could have gotten out of jail earlier. And it
turns out that the source from whom she
was waiting for a waiver was none other
than I. Lewis Libby, Vice President Dick
Cheney’s chief of staff. In this light, criti-
cism from the administration seems mis-
placed, and Miller’s determination to stay
silent about someone close to Karl Rove,
who has been publicly tied to the C.I.A leak,
is intriguing. The truth remains that Miller
spent over two months in jail defending the
journalist’s right to protect her sources, a
move that reminds the public that what we
know about the world rests on how far cer-
tain individuals will go to protect the integ-
rity of people’s words.

n the other side of Washington,
the Government Accountability
Office (GAO), a nonpartisan, inde-

pendent branch of Congress, officially

charged the Department of Education with
breaching a law regarding “covert propa-
ganda.” The offenses concern promotion
of the infamous No Child Left Behind Act,
designed to improve the state of public
school education across the country. The
Bush administration paid television reporter
Karen Ryan to star in several government-
produced television news segments promot-
ing the program, as well as hiring commen-
tator Armstrong Williams for $240,000 to give
separate praise to the initiative in his news-
paper columns and television broadcasts.
Additionally, the public relations firm
Ketchum Inc. was hired to analyze how the
media described the Republican Party’s
work, specifically that certain news articles
had stated that “The Bush administration/
the G.O.P. is committed to education.” A to-
tal of $135,272 was allocated to Ketchum
for the news analysis and the production of
news segments.

The government’s response to accu-
sations of media manipulation have been
varied, ranging from complete denial by the
president at a 2005 news conference to the
blunt admission by a spokesperson for the
Secretary of Education that the public rela-
tions work was “stupid, wrong, and ill-ad-
vised.”

In any case, the ruling by the GAO is not
likely to have any serious legal ramifications

for the government officials involved, but the
true consequences of these actions are earth-
shattering. Proof that the government has
spent taxpayer dollars on manipulating the
media to suit their agenda is chilling and
screams that there is something very wrong
with today’s America. News stories that are
funded and made-to-order by the federal gov-
ernment must be explicitly labeled as such if
we wish to maintain integrity in journalism,
and consequently, our free society. Anyone
who calls themselves politically active, any-
one who has ever put a relationship in jeop-
ardy during an argument about current events,
and anyone who has had the courage to take
a public stand for what they believe in will
have acted in vain if journalism cannot be
counted on to be accurate.
         Amidst all of the turmoil in today’s world,
Americans must stay vigilant and demand that
they receive the truth about what is happen-
ing and what other people believe. Only armed
with a real picture of current events, the con-
sequences of our actions, and sentiments
around the globe can we start to fix things at
home and abroad. Treasure the feeling of cer-
tainty when you get trustworthy news be-
cause the moment news goes relative, we’re
in serious trouble.

Continued from Integrity,
on Cover ...
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New Orleans:  A Living Contradiction
P
t
t
v

not traveled hundreds of miles to see
drunken tourists stumble around and that
our time in the city was best spent else-
where.  We retreated to bed for the evening.
I had never been to New Orleans before but
had been anticipating the trip for quite some
time.  I’ve always been a true believer that
the only way to see a city is to walk with a
relative direction, but not necessarily a des-
tination, in mind. And so, the next day my
companions and I wandered through the
streets, trying to see as much as possible.

We ate fried crawfish, or mudbugs as
they’re known down south, at a Cajun res-
taurant.  At a hole in the wall restaurant, we
were told by a delightful cook with a fond-
ness for New Yorkers to not drink the tap
water.  Apparently the levees weren’t the
only things in disrepair.  The eggs he made
left a lot to be desired, but his personality
certainly didn’t.  I felt more at home in New
Orleans than anywhere else I’ve ever been
other than home.

It is a southern city; of this there is no
doubt.  I visited Confederate Memorial Hall,
where Jefferson Davis once lay in state, and
looked at portraits of young Confederates
going off to war and probable death.  They
looked young, some looked scared, but
mostly they looked determined, and I
thought for a minute of their 18- and 19-
year old modern day counterparts, being
shipped off for Iraq.

I looked at Jefferson Davis’ slippers.
They looked like old slippers, but I sup-
pose his feet were in a sense extraordinary.
I had a conversation with the husky man at
the front door who, after confirming that I
and my friend were not Italian, made some
derogatory comments about Sicilians and

their general presence in Louisiana (this line
of conversation sparked by the same ques-
tion he asked everyone who walked through
the door, “Where ya’all from?” - as usual, I
paraphrase slightly).

In a city that would soon explode with
anger at the federal government in the af-
termath of Katrina, a couple of blocks from
a giant Bush/Cheney poster we found a “No
Parking” sign modified to read, “No War on
Iraq.”  In the South’s heartland, New Or-
leans stood out to me as a source of liberal
feeling mixed with that same southern con-
servatism I had just found at Confederate
Memorial Hall.  If the bigoted ramblings of
the husky man behind the desk gave me
any qualms about being in Louisiana, the
immoral decadence of Bourbon Street and
liberal urban street scrawl put
me right at ease.

Until this point, our ex-
ploration of New Orleans
had largely been limited to
the relatively affluent area
around downtown, save our
experience with the motel that
almost was.  That night, how-
ever, we were going to stay
in the area around Tulane at
a friend of a friend’s house,
and to get there we had to
drive through a large part of
the city.  The mix of rich and
poor we encountered along
the way was startling.

We went quickly from
affluence to decay, and back
to affluence.  New Orleans
certainly has no lack of pov-
erty.  One imagines that the
residents of these less afflu-
ent neighborhoods were
those left to fend for them-
selves in the aftermath of

Katrina.  Certainly, almost anyone living in
the affluent downtown area could afford to
drive themselves out of New Orleans as the
hurricane approached.  The residents of the
poor neighborhoods were the forgotten, the
Superdome refugees with nowhere else to
go.

This was New Orleans.  A dynamic mix
of rich and poor, conservative and south-
ern, but possessing that distinctly liberal
cosmopolitan feeling that would be familiar
to anyone who has ever explored New York
City.  Essentially, it was a living contradic-
tion, and as we all know, that contradiction
was blatantly exposed with the striking of
Hurricane Katrina.  But that, of course, is
another story.

The Chastity Belt
Catchy and Cool Ways to Say 'Heck No' to Premarital Sex

W
FEATURE

e all know that college is a breed-
ing ground for sin and sexual in-
discretion, two of the basic in-

gredients for eternal hellfire.  Whether
you’re out at a social function or just hang-

ing around in a dorm
room, it is difficult to es-
cape the pressure to en-
gage in premarital sex-
ual intercourse, espe-

cially if you are a woman. But after you read
this new installment of ‘The Chastity Belt’,
you’ll be ready to fire back at any come-on
a horny fraternity boy may throw at you.
These five responses will help you retain
your virginity, while still remaining a hip and
cool young woman.

Line: "If you get pregnant, I'll marry you."
Response: "Why wait? Let's get married
now!"
He’s just using this as a line to get you into
bed, but if you respond with a serious in-
tent to marry him, he’ll get so freaked out
that having sex will be the last thing on his
mind. He’ll be running out the door faster
than you can say abstinence, and you’ve
certainly said it many times.

Line: "Come on, everybody's doing it."

Response: "Then you shouldn't have any
trouble finding somebody else."
This will remind the guy you’re with that
there are plenty of woman on campus who
are willing to throw their virginity and their
souls to the wind on any given weekend
night. He’ll realize he’s wasting his time try-
ing to convince someone with morals to
sleep with him and he’ll return to the party
to hit on some less chaste version of you.
Pity them both and go to the library.
Alternate Response: "Everybody but me."
Once he realizes that you’re just about the
only person on campus not getting any he’ll
feel sorry for you, but will no longer want to
sleep with you. Pity really isn’t a turn on.
But don’t let his pity define you.  Go rent a
Disney flick and take a night in.

Line: "What are you waiting for?"
Response: "My HONEYMOON!"
Like above, mentioning anything related to
marriage to a drunk boy is a sure fire way to
put the brakes on a steamy night. This re-
sponse is even better because you’re the
one bringing up marriage when it’s proba-
bly the furthest thing from his mind.  Re-
member, if he gets down on one knee, he
probably doesn’t mean it.  Request a rough
copy of his original vows within a 72-hour

period.  You’ll probably never hear from him
again, and if you do, who knows? Maybe
he’s a keeper.

Line: "Don't worry. I'll use protection."
Response: "You're going to need protec-
tion if you don't leave me alone."
Are you implying that your very large male
family members will hunt down the boy who
tried to de-virginize their little girl? Or are
you implying that you’re so diesel that you
will take him out yourself? Either way, this
response will scare the crap out of any po-
tential sexual predator and he’ll be too busy
changing pants to ever spread the word
about your being a prude!  And if he does,
you can always call your uncle.

So maybe these responses don’t make you
look that cool. But I guarantee that they will
fend off any would-be sexual fiend trying
to prey on your chastity. Hey, a girl’s gotta
do what a girl’s gotta do and your virginity
is definitely worth the price!
        As always, please feel free to email me
at thechastitybelt@yahoo.com with any
chastity conundrums and I will be more than
happy to impart my moral wisdom.
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Continued from Southland,
on Cover ...

We left New Orleans the next day, be-
ginning our sweep back to New York.  On
the way out of town, we stopped at Bayou
Bagelry, which confirmed our feelings that
you can’t get a good bagel anywhere out-
side the northeast.  But before we were to
get back to the land of good bagels, there
was still a lot more of the great Southland to
see.

Coming Next Issue:
The Southland, A Three Part Series-
 Mississippi Backwoods, Rural Tennessee,
and Asheville, NC
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        BY IVANNA B. HUMPHREY Liberal Personals:
Part II

Liberal suffering from post-elec-
tion depression seeks anarchist or
socialist to enjoy a cup of fair-
trade coffee. Please respond by
4:20.

“4:20!  Awesome.  Let’s meet at,
uh…um, that place
thingy…whoa.  Lost my train of
thought there.  What am I writing
again?  Oh right: In conclusion,
the Indians (or ‘Native Americans’
as Columbus called them) were
an industrious people, with toilet
paper and peace pipes and wigs
and stuff.  The End.”

“I too am suffering from post-
election depression.  Meet me this
Friday for a romantic night of
talking, dancing, and splattering
pig’s blood on Army recruitment
officers.”

Signs of liberalism in the heart of New Orleans (Katie Green).
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 When I fi rst heard that Steven Colbert 
was getting his own fake news show, the “boo 
boo boo...” sounds of the God machine from 
his “This Week in God” segment on The Daily 
Show played noisily in my head. As they quieted 
down, I started to get really excited. I hear in-
cisive witticisms from The Daily Show quoted 
by people in my classes, at parties, and by my 
parents every time I talk to them. I envisioned 
The Colbert Report as another outlet for sharp 
and funny analysis of a news media that seems 
increasingly absurd as it reports on events that 
are becoming less and less funny.
 You can imagine my dismay when the 
fi rst episode revealed itself to be heavy-handed 
and overly self-aware. The voiceover introduced 
Colbert as an anchor who “receives journalism’s 
top honor: his own desk.” The fi rst few minutes 
of the show featured a pre-recorded image of 
Colbert waving a giant American fl ag and other 
shots of him from a dizzying array of angles. 
Clearly this was all meant to poke fun at the ab-
surdity of shows such as Scarborough Country 
and The O’Reilly Factor, but we already know 
that those shows are ludicrous. They are so over 
the top that they do not require further parody. 
Especially when attempts at poking fun at their 

 Blue Moon saw me standing alone in a bar in Philadelphia. I had just 
driven the exciting stretch from Cleveland and was in no mood to be impressed. 
I took a sip. And then immediately offered some to the fi dgeting fi rstdaters next 
to me. It’s that kind of beer.
 I used to drink beer so hoppy that it seemed I was actively trying to 
grow testicles via nut browns.
 Blue Moon is a Belgian Witbier (that’s white beer), which translates to 
an unfi ltered, unbelievably smooth ale. Because of its traditional brewing style, it 
boasts a lovely cloudy complexion of dark amber, or to be seasonal, dirty pump-
kin. The head fl attens out quickly to an undistracting thin fi lm. One of the most 
remarkable and accessible aspects of this beer is its citrusy nature. It smells like 
orange incense and its taste hints at orange without the noxious acidity of the ac-
tual fruit. In fact, it is often served with a slice of lemon or orange which harbors 
a gruesome debate between the proponents of the two fruit factions. I say this 
beer doesn’t need any frou-frou accoutrement. It is so smooth even your friend 
who doesn’t like beer will cry for it in a baby bottle. Blue Moon opens your taste-
buds to the casual subtleties of beer; it is not conspicuously spiced but fl avorful 
with a peppy aftertaste.
 I must warn you, however, that this beer is indeed produced by Coors 
(although it is clearly the Edelweiss of the company). I was nearly tossed out of 
a certain bar on Stewart Avenue, which prides itself on its delectable and truly 
expansive selection of microbrews on tap, just for requesting it. Although Blue 
Moon was the gold medalist (white beer) at the 1995 World Beer Championships 
and a silver medalist (white beer) at the 1996 and 1997 World Beer Champion-
ships, it still bears the stigma of mass-production. And truth be told, it is not one 
of those exciting beers you could sling back all night. But it is so full-bodied and 
satisfying, it might be unnecessary to sling back anything all night. So grab that 
frosty mug, become a third party to an uncomfortable date and bask in the moon-
light and majesty of the majority underdog.

 In the midst of the American art world’s obsession with New York 
City, we might forget that many monumental American artists emerge 
from small cities—small cities like Ithaca. Despite its somewhat small 
population, Ithaca’s liberal reputation has drawn a large community of 
artists seeking haven from New York City’s skyrocketing real estate pric-
es. Artists like Brody Parker Burroughs drive forward into the Ithaca art 
community with a tactful balance between a style of art that is accessible 
to the viewer and a style of art that refl ects a sophisticated, thoughtful 
message. In Burroughs’ upcoming show in the Willard Straight Art Gal-
lery, on exhibit between Oct. 31st and Nov. 11th, he explores the suspen-
sion of time and the predicament of public schools in a series of exquisite 
paintings and drawings. In its surface value, his painting style skillfully 
generates an exciting image that is understandable for the average viewer; 
he creates realistic images of recognizable scenes. Yet, upon deeper ex-
amination, Burroughs employs scenes that articulate and typify attitudes 
about race, gender, and adolescence. As Burroughs portrays emblematic 
events and experiences, he does not impose his viewpoint upon his audi-
ence through a forceful and obvious message. Rather, he encourages his 
audience to examine the issues imbued in each scene by applying their 
own experiences and sentiments.
 Brody Parker Burroughs will be available to discuss his upcom-
ing exhibit, “Action and Stillness,” in the Willard Straight Art Gallery 
during the opening reception on Thursday, Nov. 3rd from 5:30-7:00 pm.

The Arts• • •

pro-America nature include Colbert pouring lots 
of water into a diaper with an American fl ag 
painted on it while noting “these diapers don’t 
run.”
 The fi rst episode was replete with 
graphics that took up half the screen, spelling 
out exactly what Colberta was saying. When 
Colbert was discussing his feelings on books 
and informing viewers that the books were “elit-
ist” and are “all fact, no heart,” the graphic put it 
even more simply: “head bad, heart good.” Yes, 
Colbert, we get it; this type of media is not intel-
ligent. The corporate news media expects very 
little from its viewers and they respond by not 
doing much critical thinking or analysis. But I 
do want The Colbert Report to expect something 
from me other than blind laughter and agree-
ment. The Daily Show writers watch the news 
and make the jokes that I would make if I were 
that funny and informed. Similarly, I expect The 
Colbert Report to be my eyes and ears, watch-
ing MSNBC, CNN and especially FOX, so that 
I can repeat Colbert’s jokes and reinforce my 
dismay at these news abominations.
 Hopefully The Colbert Report will fi nd 
its own rhythm and begin to poke fun at the news 
without being so over the top. Unfortunately, the 
graphic next to my head read: “Scarborough 
bad, Colbert not good.”

ALEXANDRA BERKE

The Colbert 
Report

Where Both Tʼs
Are Silent

> > Steven Colbert / Comedy Central

at  Willard Straight Hall

 with the Blue Moon

ELLIE YUN

Burroughs

ERIKA BROWN

Basking
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 There is no better way introduce this column than 
to review popular music’s ultimate lost gem: Brian Wilson’s 
SMiLE!. In the summer of 1967, Beach Boys mastermind Brian 
Wilson went back to the studio intending to craft the perfect 
pop record. It seemed impossible, however, that their latest 
project could be better than their genre-bending, ground-break-
ing predecessor Pet Sounds. Fellow Beach Boy Dennis Wilson 
further heightened the public’s expectation for the album when 
he brashly declared that “SMiLE! makes Pet Sounds stink.”
 The art community waited with high hopes for SMiLE!, 
but it never materialized; Brian Wilson shelved the project for 
forty years, mostly due to psychological reasons (and not drug 
use, as often speculated). Finally, in 2004 with the help of his 
backing band, the Wondermints, Brian Wilson felt prepared 
to complete SMiLE!; and after about one hundred listens, ten 
months after its release, so do I now fi nally feel prepared to give 
this album the review it deserves.
 You must own this album. Far from being the latest 
alt-indie-rock-coolest-kid-in-town-CD, SMiLE! is simply a 
musical journey you should take. Guiding you through America 
as if from a passing train – there are hardly any breaks between 
its seventeen tracks – SMiLE! grabs your attention with a vast 
array of musical textures and doesn’t let go until it has taken 
you through many varied environments. It runs from Plymouth 
Rock and the Wild West, to Blue Hawaii and even the pits of 
hell. SMiLE! moves quickly, however, and just when you have 
been sucked into one of SMiLE!’s worlds, it moves onto anoth-
er, leaving you in awe of Brian Wilson’s extraordinary talent. 
If you open your heart and your mind (and your doors?) to this 
piece, you’ll never want to leave its welcoming and optimistic 
universe.
 In accordance with all of Dennis Wilson’s bragging back 
in 1967, this work is indeed richer in content than Pet Sounds. 
The harmonies, performed superbly by the Wondermints, are 

 If there were to be only one man who took the protest of hip-hop and made it 
a lot angrier, but just as eloquent, the only MC that could even be considered is Dead 
Prez. True, it’s not easy to swallow some of his more controversial choruses (“The aver-
age black male / Live a third of his life in the jail cell / Cause the world is controlled by 
the white man / And the people don’ never get justice / And the women don’ never get 
respected), but if you can get over the paranoid sense of political correctness that the 
early 90’s gave us, you might just realize that Dead Prez is the only one saying the things 
everyone is too afraid to say.
 His 2000 album Let’s Get Free is, upon closer look, a lengthy social critique to 
be taken very seriously. Dead Prez relates racism, the educational system, and capital-
ism to the same evil, all within the same breath. He touches upon media propaganda, the 
increasing control the government has on our private lives, and historical allusions to 
injustice. To be honest, there is no hot issue that society just wants to ignore which Dead 
Prez does not comment on.
 Most of the time, the album is a direct assault on injustices infl icted on the 

Are Liberal

DANNY WEISFELD

Rock & Roll
affecting and 
intriguing. Al-
though Brian 
Wilson’s voice 
isn’t as strong 
as it used to be, 
it certainly is not 
distracting, as it 
can be in his oth-
er solo albums. 
SMiLE!’s melo-
dies are some 
of Wilson’s best 
- they are simple 
but perfect. The 
a r r a n g e m e n t s 
(which include 
assorted crazy 
instruments) are 
jaw dropping; 
the song “Surf’s 
Up” is one of the 
best on the al-
bum and a text-
book example of 
what is produced 
when every el-
ement of an 
album fl awlessly combines. In “Surf’s Up,” the lyrics of Van 
Dyke Parks perfectly complement the best facets of Wilson’s 
music at the climax of the song when Wilson sings: “A blind 
class aristocracy/ Back through the opera glass you see/ The pit 
and the pendulum drawn/ Columnated ruins domino.” “Surf’s 
Up” is a hallmark of this beautiful composition well worth the 
wait.
 SMiLE!  does  not  deserve  to  be  a  “ los t  gem.”  

I t  i s  a  p iece  of  music  way ahead  of  i t s  
t ime,  and  i t  i s  my profess iona l  recom-
mendat ion  tha t  you  l i s ten  to  i t  imme-
dia te ly,  o r  e l se  miss  out  on  one  of  the  
bes t  CDs re leased  recent ly.  Almost  
4  decades  in  the  making ,  SMiLE!  i s  
des t ined  to  become a  t imeless  c las -
s ic .

people by a government that really does not care about what the people have to say. A 
system that ignores all the ideals it was founded upon, and moreover claims to practice 
today. (Anything sound rather relevant?) “This school shit is a joke,” Dead Prez says 
in “They Schools.” “The same people who control the school system control the prison 
system, and the whole social system.” But what do young students learn about? The 
three-fi fths compromise, and “how to be slaves and hard workers for white people to 
build up they shit.” I wonder what he would say about the diversity arches. And our 
history books hardly give serious consideration to the Black Panthers and their brilliant 
thinkers, while today the government is only good for “telling lies” and following our 
every move, as the MC says in “Propaganda.”
 But sometimes the criticism takes a positive form, such as a strong defense of 
socialism in “The Animal in Man” and “Police State.” Why should we be cutting each 
other’s throats to acquire the golden ring that riches are, when everyone can cooperate 
and be well off? It is rumored that Dead Prez has his own socialist compound, so it is 
comforting to know that the MC practices what he preaches. It probably works much 
better, and the people are probably happier, too. There is probably a lot we could learn 
from him if we were prepared to change.

Dead Prez °  °  °
ELLIOT SINGER

The Lost Gemsof

°  °  °Speaks the Truth
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TOM DELAY - MORE CORRUPT; RACISM AT CORNELL; BUSH CALLS GOD; AFRICA’S 
PROBLEMS PERSIST MORE; AND, FOR SOME REASON AFRICAN-AMERICANS DISLIKE BUSH

S o m e t h i n g ’ s  c o o k i n g  i n  t h e  w o r l d  o f  p o l i t i c s ,  b u t  f e w  a r e  p a y i n g  a t t e n t i o n .  N e w s  i s 

a weapon that can be wielded by foregrounding some stories, or, more pertinently, by burying others. 

TL staff takes a look at the news items that aren’t always (or are no longer) front-page material.

 Our favorite Neanderthal newspaper 
has routinely sparked controversy since its 
re-invention in 2003. But the latest issue of 
The Cornell American, the Buchananite rag 
of racist, homophobic and misogynistic fame, 
has many progressive Cornell students in a 
new level of tizzy. The American published 
its September 2005 issue as an exposé of race 
and crime in Ithaca. The issue, entitled “The 
Color of Cornell’s Crime: Unmasking the Face 
of Ithacompton,” featured a picture of seven 
young black men on its cover.
 Besides describing the popular hip-
hop club culture on campus as “more appro-
priate for a National Geographic special than 
a dance party,” the issue included an article 
(“The Dark Underbelly of Violent Crime”) 
comparing the relative dangerousness of 
blacks over whites: “Blacks are as much more 
dangerous than whites as men are more dan-
gerous than women,” American contributor 
Chris Menzel writes. As if that’s not offensive 
enough, Menzel’s article cites “research” from 
the Virginia-based New Century Foundation – 
an organization listed by the Anti-Defamation 
League and the Southern Poverty Law Center 
as a hate group whose leader, according to the 
SPLC, is “a white supremacist who celebrates 
the ‘clear conception of the United States as a 

 According to a BBC documentary, George Bush has 
claimed that God told him to invade Iraq and Afghanistan. “God 
would tell me, ‘George, go and fi ght those terrorists in Afghani-
stan’ ... and then God would tell me, ‘George, go and end the 
tyranny in Iraq...’ And I did,” the born-again Crawfordite al-
legedly told leaders of the Palestinian authority in June of 2003 
in a conversation documented in “Elusive Peace: Israel and the 
Arabs.” We here at TL wonder if the Almighty gave our fearless 
and thoughtless Commander-in-Chief detailed plans to carry out 
His orders, like He did for Noah, or if Mr. Bush and his cronies 
were left to their own devices to interpret the particular nature of 
His divine plan. We’re leaning towards the latter; God certainly 
works in mysterious ways, but we’d like to hope those ways 
don’t result in terrorism, bloodshed and civil war. Cuz Bush’s 
ark ain’t goin’ nowhere.

 George Bush’s sliding approval numbers should come as no surprise to 
TL readers. Americans have been subjected to everything from economic growth, 
which is leaving the poorest majority of Americans in the dust, to a costly war 
some are calling the worst strategic blunder in history, and to indictments of Pha-
raoh Bush’s corrupt allies raining like manna from the sky. According to an NBC/ 
Wall Street Journal poll, only 39 percent of Americans approve of the president’s 
performance, and fully 54 percent disapprove. Less than thirty percent of Ameri-
cans think the nation is headed in the right direction, which makes TL Staffers 
wonder about the crazy ten percent of Americans who, assuming perfect overlap, 
like Dubya but not the direction he’s leading the country. (We fi nd it hard to be-
lieve that fully one tenth of the population consists of Bush appointees.)
 But never mind the crazies. Like the ancient Israelites, there’s hope yet 
for America. All signs point to the popular realization that we are under the worst 
president in history, especially among those groups hurt the most by Bush’s cor-
poratism, cronyism and cluelessness.
 According to Tim Russert’s Oct. 12th report on NBC’s Nightly News, 
black Americans—perhaps frustrated Bush’s indifference over endemic and sys-
tematic racism literally exposed by Hurricane Katrina, or perhaps simply un-
derstanding that “George Bush doesn’t care about black people” as Kanye West 
so astutely put it—give the white-bred blue-blood born-again Texan from Con-
necticut a mere 2 percent approval rating. That’s the lowest presidential approval 
rating from the black community Russert’s pollsters have ever seen. This, despite 
the Grand Old Party’s recent efforts to woo black and other minority voters into 
their ranks.
 TL Staffers are happy to see that at least one group of Americans under-
stands perfectly that anti-Affi rmative Action, anti-choice, pro-wealth, pro-crony 
Bush has it wrong every way you look. We’re just dismayed that so many other 
tribes were still lost in the desert back in November of 2004.

 Although the White House denies such comments, it’s 
not the fi rst time Mr. Dubya has allegedly linked his mission in 
life with a personal call from on high. Before the 2004 election, 
Bush admitted to Richard Land of the Southern Baptist Conven-
tion that “I belive that God wants me to be the president. But if 
that doesn’t happen, that’s OK.” Bush failed to mention whether 
or not he and the Big Guy in the Sky would be on speaking 
terms if He and His followers willed the infi del Kerry into the 
Oval Offi ce.
 Does this mean that America has fi nally slipped into 
the theocracy that the Founding Fathers feared from the begin-
ning? Not necessarily. Perhaps this is all just a case of mistaken 
identity. Replacing the word ‘God’ with ‘Dick Cheney’ in each 
of these Bushisms should clear up a whole lot for our readers, 
although we’re not convinced it would leave them reassured.

nation ruled by and for whites.’”
 Perhaps this is the opportunity to re-
mind Cornellians just what racism looks like. 
Using a search engine to fi nd the term “Itha-
compton” on the Internet, you’ll come across 
the illustrious sites that have linked to the 
American article, like New Nation News (“A 
news service and forum for the white commu-
nity”), the website of American Renaissance 
(a publication sponsored by the New Century 
Foundation), and an unambiguously racist Ya-
hoo! group called Christian Nationalist. Maybe 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt was wrong: We 
should judge the American by the friends they 
have made.
 TL Staffers aren’t sure if the SAFC-
supported American should be defunded be-
cause of their scandalous articles, although 
we haven’t seen anything closer to hate 
speech on campus. But one thing is certain: 
Given Review alum Paul Ibrahim’s passion-
ate Sept. 28th defense of the “courageous” 
American in the Cornell Daily Sun, as well 
as the subsequent flurry of talk over wheth-
er the publication had crossed the line (or 
spat, vomited and defecated on it), we are 
positive that the scandalous publication will 
once again bring out the worst of Cornell’s 
hate.

God On Line Three
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 Once again Robert Mugabe, Zimbabwe’s authoritarian ruler, has unleashed a 
new and hypocritical tirade against Great Britain and the United States. Resorting to a 
new ad hominem attack on the U.S. and Britain, Mugabe has declared the nations and 
their leaders “unholy” and even compared them to Hitler and Mussolini at an interna-
tional conference. The conference at the 60th anniversary of the Food and Agriculture 
Organization, interestingly, was meant to discuss hunger issues. The irony of Mugabe’s 
denunciation of leaders whose records on peace and human rights actually manage to 
put his to shame escapes no one.
 While we at Turn Left are hardly fans of Mr. Bush and his policies vis-à-vis Iraq 
and the world, Mugabe is by far a more despicable and disgraceful leader and—dare we 
say it—human being. The leader of a state that had once offered so much promise to its 
citizens, his reckless and often illegal campaign of “land redistribution” has turned the 
nation’s wealth into poverty, and Mugabe become a shining example of failed govern-
ment. Once a net food exporter, the country must now import 37,000 tons of food every 

 On Sept. 27th, Fort Lauderdale 
police charged three Gambino family as-
sociates, Anthony Moscatiello , Anthony 
Ferrari, and James Fiorillo , with the mur-
der of Konstantinos “Gus” Boulis. Boulis 
had sold the Sun Cruz fl eet of gambling 
ships to top Republican lobbyist, Jack 
Abramoff and his business partner, Adam 
Kidan, but later ran into business dis-
putes. These disagreements were appar-
ently resolved in a Sonny Corleone-style 
hit when Boulis was shot in his car on 
Feb. 6, 2001. Abramoff has already been 
indicted for fi ve counts of wire fraud and 
one count of conspiracy, related to the sale 
of Sun Cruz. While Abramoff and Kidan 
are not currently charged with murder, 
the investigation is clearly pointing their 
way. Court documents have uncovered 
$250,000 in payments by Sun Cruz to one 
of the mobsters, apparently in exchange 
for no services rendered. As co-owner of 
Sun Cruz, Abramoff probably knew about 
and authorized the payments.
 On Sept. 19th, David Safavian, 

month to keep its people from starvation and, as of 2003, more than seven million people 
depend on food aid for survival.
 Further, Mugabe’s human rights record is hardly beyond reproach. He has sys-
tematically suppressed all opposition and independent voices within his country. Most re-
cently, he tried to execute the leader of the opposition Movement for Democratic Change 
(MDC), Morgan Tsvangirai, as punishment for what was clearly a fake assassination 
plot against Mugabe. Most egregiously, he recently demolished slums in the capital, Ha-
rare, leaving some 200,000 already impoverished people homeless as winter approached. 
These demolitions were accused of being politically-motivated as the neighborhoods 
were supposedly grounds for support of the opposition MDC.
 Those who legitimately oppose Bush’s aggressive and destructive national poli-
cies should not shy away from criticizing leaders like Mugabe. These leaders, regardless 
of their denunciation of Bush, share his undemocratic values and pursue equally destruc-
tive ends.

Bush Isn’t the Only
Screw Up

> > Anthony Moscatiello (top), Anthony Fer-
rari (lower left), and James Fiorillo (lower 
right)

the Administrator of the Offi ce of Federal 
Procurement, was arrested in a sting on 
his house. Such a raid is usually designed 
to encourage a criminal to testify as the 
state’s witness. According to a Depart-
ment of Justice press release, Safavian is 
accused of aiding Jack Abramoff’s “at-
tempts to acquire GSA-controlled prop-
erty in and around Washington, D.C.” and 
in exchange Abramoff “allegedly took 
Safavian and others on a golf trip to Scot-
land.” Those “others” include Rep. Bob 
Ney (R-OH) and Tom DeLay. The trip 
was paid for by an Abramoff-linked think 
tank, with money Abramoff directed from 
Indian tribes (Abramoff is accused of de-
frauding tribes out of as much $66 mil-
lion).
 A British newspaper has recently 
reported that the Justice Department had 
asked British offi cials to question former 
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher about 
a visit DeLay paid her while on one of his 
Abramoff golf trips. Congressment are 
only allowed to take free trips for offi cial 

business, not pleasure, and the think tank 
that paid for the visit had claimed the visit 
to Thatcher involved “signifi cant policy.” 
Thatcher’s offi ce said, “It was in no way 
a business meeting.”
 A leaked internal British memo 
stated that, “US offi cials are investigating 
whether Abramoff was involved in ob-
taining legislative assistance from public 
offi cials in exchange for arranging and 
underwriting trips to the UK.” It appears 
that government investigators are trying 
to build a case that DeLay was involved 
in a bribery scheme involving both him-
self and other House Republicans. This 
would be diffi cult to prove if no docu-
ments or emails turn up — the best the 
government could hope for is violation 
of the federal gratuity law, which brings 
a penalty of only two years in federal 
prison. But if they can force Abramoff 
to testify against DeLay, the case could 
be blown wide-open. Each bribery count 
would lead to up to 15 years in prison. 
That’s why we wouldn’t be surprised if 

Tom DeLay is fearing for his life after the 
recent mafi oso indictments and the ar-
rest of David Safavian. If the government 
can prove that Abramoff was involved 
in murder or in bribing a public offi cial 
to acquire government property, then it 
would be in a position to force Abramoff 
to testify against his “closest and dearest 
friend” Tom DeLay.

Tom DeLay’s
Next Troubles :

Abramoff’s Mafia Pals
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Ten Simple
ReasonsWhy

the Left is Right &
the Right is Wrong
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Who needs constructive dialogue? Obviously not the American. Well, we’re sick 
of taking the high road and actually researching what we say before we say it. 

So, in the spirit of our simple-minded brethren, here are ten simple reasons why 
the left is right and the right is wrong that even they can understand

10. Blood, while not thicker than oil, is certainly more valuable.

9. Hate gives you heart attacks.

8. Torture rarely makes you a lasting friend.

7. Dodging weed smoke is more fun than dodging bullets.

6. Country music sucks.

5. We like choices.

4. We know the difference between Iraq and Iran is more than just one 
letter.

3. Conscience is not an overvalued commodity.

2. Halliburton v. Ben and Jerry’s? No contest.

1. Make love, not war. Need we say more?

Online at: www.cuturnleft.org

* Images that are purported to be of Eric Shive may, in fact, not be so.
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